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Students
channel
da Vinci
JT HOWLAN
STAFF WRITFR
The long labs, the multiple
hours of homework, and the
extra year to get a degree in
engineering all pay off when
interesting activities bring stu
dents together. On April 18,
students from the University of
San Diego, as well as San Diego
and Mesa College joined forces
to walk on water.
The students were given
the opportunity to design,
construct and pilot devices in
order to walk across the pool
at the Sports Center on USD's
campus. They had to take every
thing into consideration in order
to stay dry and not dive into the
water.
Even
though
multiple
groups' designs looked very
questionable, it was interest
ing to see which designs would
be successful. Designs ranged
from two feet long to five or
six feet long. Some looked as if
they were made of metal; others
looked like buoys.
Trevor Yamamoto, a USD
engineering student, said the
hardest thing to overcome in
designing and constructing the
water shoes was, "getting the
propulsion right in order to
move forward."
The goal of the project was
to concentrate on three specific
restrictions; buoyancy, stabil
ity and propulsion. One would
think that stability would be the
most difficult thing to achieve
on the water, but moving for
ward across the pool was a
major task.
Professor Morteza Mohssenzadeh explained his excite
ment at the success of the event.
"I love seeing the students get
together and solve problems. I
see them view their own suc
cesses, at the same time increase
the engineering department's
reputation," he said.
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Job Market Grim

The end of
assembly?
Potential policy
threatens right
to rally

With graduation looming, students
worry that the post-college job hunt
will prove unfruitful

MARY BETH BARKER

OPINION DESIGNER

Average annual unemployment rates

ANDRES BARRAZA

STAFF WRITER
As unemployment rates rise
all around the nation due to the
current economic crisis, soonto-be college graduates are be
ginning to realize the full scope
of the problem as job hunting
proves unsuccessful. In a recent
interview with USD Career
Services, Director Linda Scales
characterizes the situation. "It is
scary out there," Scales said.
The U.S. Department of
Labor puts the nation's unem
ployment rate at 8.5 percent as
of March 2009, the highest it
has been in almost 25 years. A
trend amongst employers in a
harsh economic environment
used to be widespread lay-offs
of veteran workers with high
salaries and full benefits in ex
change for recent graduates of
base-pay. "This isn't happening
anymore," Scales said, explain
ing that although companies
are conducting large lay-offs of
expensive employees, they are
not fully replacing their former
employees, if any.
USD Career Services has
seen a sharp decline in job fair
attendance by employers. "They
just aren't getting back to us,"
see MARKET, page 5

Dining Services cuts hours
ANDREW KHOURI
STAFF WRITER
In these tough economic
times lay-offs and mandatory
furloughs have become increasingly common throughout the
country. Unemployment has
surged and now stands at 11.2
percent in California. The University of San Diego had bucked
the trend, but Dining Services
recently cut the hours of many
of their employees. No one has

been laid off.
Hours have been cut
among nontraditional or temporary employees according
to Carol Norman. Director of
Dining Services. No students
have received a cut in hours,
Nontraditional employees are
made up of workers from the
local community and do not
include students and full-time
staff,
see DINING, page 2

"Tea party" revisited
JAMIE KLEIN
STAFF WRITFR
National polls show that 53
percent of Americans approve
of government expansion to
help recover the economy, and
48 percent feel the amount of
federal income taxes they pay is
"aboutright."Anti-tax sentiment
is near a historic low for the last
flve decades. But expressions of
opposition to President Obama's
new tax policy were made clear

last Wednesday. April 15.
Rallies inspired by the
Boston Tea Party and promoted
by Fox News and other conservative groups were held across
the country to show just how
strongly Republicans felt about
the government's actions. But
did these "tea parties" really
demonstrate valid criticism of
policy, or just a continued crystallizing partisan split fueled
see ECONOMY, page 8

The right to student ral
lies, gatherings and protests on
campus is in jeopardy because
of the potential Policy Govern
ing Assembly on Campus. It
faces revisions after students,
faculty and staff expressed
questions and concerns.
The current draft of the
Policy Governing Assembly
on Campus establishes proper
protocol for notifying USD
about gatherings, prohibits spe
cific disruptions, addresses off
campus visitors and mentions
punishments for violating rules.
The policy was presented to
the AS Senate in the fall of 2008.
It was revised before the AS
Senate voted to pass the policy
and it moved on the University
Senate. Before the University
Senate could vote, members of
the USD community objected to
the initiative.
see ASSEMBLY, page 6

Pulitzer poet
shares art
It started off with the whim
sical Jean Valentine, thencame
the musical work of USD poetry
professor Jericho Brown, and
now, wrapping up this semes
ter's Cropper Series readings is
poet Natasha Trethewey. If there
was ever a time to use the cliche,
"last but not least" it would be
now.
Trethewey is a talented poet
that gave an inspiring reading to
many USD students on April 17.
She started the reading off with
her poem "Illumination" and her
soft, smooth voice automatically
entranced the audience. The im
agery that she created with her
words was so strong that one au
dience member commented after
the reading that he admired, "the
visual journey [she] created with
her words."
In order to write poetry,
she clears her head by, "Taking
see POETRY, page 5

GIRL TALK INTERVIEW
Electric mash-up king Girl Talk, AKA Gregg Gillis, discusses
music, art, and what happened to his rumored perfor
mance. Page 14

COUNTDOWN
DAYS UNTIL
IGRADUATION
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News Editor: Anne Slagill
Asst. News Editor: Allyson Hunt
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Word of the week:

Creepy

I have come to the conclu
sion that "crazy" is the feminine
equivalent of "creepy." Allow
me to illustrate my point. Say a
friend of mine, a female, is tell
ing me a story about an overly
attentive young man. "He
stayed outside my window all
night listening to me sleep," she
says. The natural response is, of
course, "That dude is creepy."
There is a strange change
that occurs when I reverse the
genders in this situation. Say
I am talking to a young man.
The new story will probably go
something like this: "She stayed
outside my window all night
listening to me sleep." The re
sponse: "Oh dang, that girl is
crazy."
For the most part, guys do
not call girls "creepy." 1 think
this might have something to
do with the fact that the word
"creepy" implies fear or unease
on the part of the guy. Guys
would prefer not to admit that
young women scare them,
whereas ladies sense that they
have more freedom to admit
feelings of fear.
"Crazy" implies that a girl
is mentally unstable and annoy
ing. When a guy uses this term
to describe an overeager young
woman, he avoids implying any
thing negative about himself.
He is not scared- he is simply
annoyed. Being "creeped out"
might involve weakness. This
aversion to a term probably has
more to do with societal pres
sures regarding masculinity
than any true misogyny.
Of course, there are other
possible explanations for the
gender-specific word swap.
Perhaps girls behave differently
than guys when eagerly seeking
the romantic attention of their
disinterested peers. Maybe girls
are actually annoying and guys
are really scary in these situa
tions.
As far as 1 know, I have
never been called crazy. My at
tempts to secure male attention
are generally more awkward
than insane. I am quite bad at
the mysterious art of flirtation.
My best attempt went some
thing like this: "Oh my gosh this
sweater is so soft. What kind
of fabric is this?" He replied
with wide eyes and crinkled
eyebrows, "It's cotton. Can you
stop petting me?"
Of course, as karma would
have it, I have also been on the
receiving end of awkward atten
tion. 1 was at a smoothie shop
with some friends when a mid
dle-aged man approached me
and with a thick French accent
said, "I just would like to tell
you my friend thinks you are
very beautiful." I looked in the
direction of his pointing finger
and saw a very old, very bald
man smiling sheepishly at me.
The fact is, creepy (-or
crazy) interactions happen to
everyone. Maybe the best thing
is just to laugh about the awk
wardness of life.

2005
Germany's
Joseph Ratzinger
becomes
Pope
Benedict XVI.

Cardinal

1841 The first detective story,
Edgar Allen Poe's "Murders in the
Rue Morgue" is published.

1980 Rosie Ruiz is the first
woman to cross the finish line of
the Boston Marathon. She was
later disqualified for cheating.

1864 Congress authorizes the
inscription "In God We Trust" on
coins minted as U.S. currency.

1985 Coca-Cola announces that
it is changing its formula and in
troduces New Coke.

1800 Library of Congress is
established.

1901 New York becomes the
first state to require license plates
on cars.

1994 The first multi-racial elec
tions are held in South Africa.

ARMEEN SHAIDANI/THE VISTA, HISTORY.COM, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Campus employees face cuts in hours
University asserts that there have been no lay-offs to date
DINING, continued
The decrease in hours cannot
simply be chalked up to the cur
rent recession,.
According to manager of La
Paloma Ruth Neveu, the reason
for the cuts is not due to a signifi
cant drop in business. "We are as
busy as ever," said Neveu.
Instead the problem has been
caused by several factors. Busi
ness fluctuations,
the 1000-hour
rule and an increase in the amount
Dining Services must contribute
to the university have led to a de
crease in hours, said Norman.
Although Dining Services
is experiencing no significant
drop in business, spring semester
is typically slower than the fall.
Therefore less labor is needed.
The 1000-hour rule, a re
quirement under the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act,
requires the university to provide
benefits to temporary employees
who work more than 1000 hours
per calendar year.
According to the USD web
site, "It is the responsibility of the
hiring supervisor to monitor these
employees' work hours to ensure
that employees work less than the
maximum 1000 hours each calen
dar year."
Norman claims she cannot
afford to pay these benefits and
would have to lay off workers if
forced to do so.
Another significant factor
in the cuts was the USD Board
of Trustees' recent decision to
increase the amount Auxiliary
Services must contribute to the
university.
Dining Services is part of
Auxiliary Services. These non
profit set-ups must contribute
funds to the university but receive
no funding in return. Their stated
goal is to serve the campus com
munity at USD. Dining Services'

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Dining Services employees build sandwiches in the deli during the lunch rush

required contribution increased
from $186,000 to almost $500,000
for the 2009-2010 school year.
Terry Kalfayan, Assistant
Vice President for Budget and
Treasury said the increases were
due to benefit costs, debt service,
financial aid and operating costs in
the Student Life Pavilion.
Kalfayan says the university
had to find a way to balance the
budget.
"We look to all sources of
revenue in order to cover our cost
increases to reduce the impact of
student tuition rate increases and
look to auxiliaries to contribute"
said Kalfayan.
According to Norman the in
crease in Dining Services' required
contribution is due to a greater op
erating cost for Dining Services in
the Student Life Pavilion.

Because of the above reasons
Norman looked to labor as a solu
tion to preserve quality and save
money.
"In order to continue provid
ing the high quality of food we
do, we have to cut costs where we
can," said Norman.
Norman required all of Dining
Services to decrease hours by at
least three percent. Dining Ser
vices includes La Paloma, Bert's
Bistro, Main Dining, Aromas,
Mission's Cafe, the Marketplace
and the Deli. At La Paloma hours
have been cut by eight percent,
the ifiost significant cutback of all
campus eateries.
Dining Services introduced
the new TuGo food in order to cut
labor costs. The TuGo prepack
aged foods come from an outside
company therefore Dining Servic

es requires less labor to produce
food for sale.
Neveu says her employees
understand sacrifices must be un
dertaken. "All of the ladies at La
Paloma have been here for seven
or more years and understand the
business aspect of the job; it is a
shared responsibilty-the business
operations" said Neveu.
Senior Peter Thompson has
noticed the effects of the recent
changes at campus eateries.
"It seems that the lines are not
as long during dead hours, maybe
that is because of all the pre-made
food," said Thompson.
Thompson also sympathized
with the decision to cut hours.
"If you have to cut costs it
is better to cut everyone's hours
than fire a few employees," said
Thompson.

©
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Sun

Salutation
MOSES UTOMI
STAFF WRITFR

For about three hours, the area behind Missions
Crossroads became a giant, grassy yoga mat as stu
dents participated in Friday's Yogathon. A series of
stretches and balancing exercises ended in Savasana,
a resting position typically used to conclude yoga ses
sions, and a collective chant of "Namaste."

CATHERINE GLENN/THE VISTA
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT

APRIL 1 6 - 2 0

April 16
Location: FOUNDERS HALL
At 9:30 a.m. a Department of Public
Safety officer observed an individual
riding his skateboard in the roadway during
non-sanctioned hours. The individual was
contacted, identified as a resident student,
and cited for violating the university skate
boarding policy and for providing false
information to a university official.

April 17

Location: MAIN KIOSK

At 12:08 a.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report of an intoxicated
student. Upon investigation, the student
was determined to be too intoxicated to care
for herself and was voluntarily transported
to Detox.

Location: WARREN HALL
At 8:39 a.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a theft report involving

university property. Upon investigation, a
desktop computer was taken from a secured
office. There were no signs of forced entry,
and no other computers or equipment were
missing from the room.

Location: LOMA HALL S LOT
At 10:07 a.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report from a Parking Ser
vices staff member that had been verbally
abused by an individual. Upon investiga
tion, an individual thought to be a commuter
student directed several inappropriate and
offensive remarks towards the staff member
after receiving a parking citation. The De
partment of Public Safety is currently con
ducting a follow-up investigation to deter
mine the individual's identity.

Location: UNIVERSITY TERRACE APT
At 12:57 p.m. the Department of Public
Safety responded to assist a resident student
who was locked out of his residence. Upon
completing the service, several empty bot-

ties of alcohol were observed in plain sight
within the residence. The student became
belligerent with the officer, and refused to
comply with any directions. The student
was cited for Minor in Possession and for
furnishing false information to a university
official.

erent, was unable to
provide any identifica
tion and verbally abused the
Public Safety officer. The student was cited
for disrespecting university officials.

April 18

At 12:59 p.m. he Department of Public
Safety received a report of possible mari
juana usage in a residence hall. Upon inves
tigation, one resident student and his guest
were contacted, and the student was cited
for possession of marijuana (4.74 grams)
and paraphernalia.

Location: PUBLIC SAFETY
At 7:47 p.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a report from a resident stu
dent regarding unwanted communication
with another resident student. Upon investi
gation, the other student was contacted and
advised to not have contact with the report
ing party.

April 19

Location: UNIVERSITY TERRACE APT

At 6:16 a.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a call from a resident stu
dent whose vehicle had been impounded.
Upon contact, the student became bellig

Location: LAGUNA HALL

Location: UNIVERSITY CENTER
At 2:48 p.m. the Department of Public
Safety received a theft report involving a
commuter student's personal property. Upon
investigation, the student had left her laptop
and personal checks totaling $1,500.00 un
attended and unsecured in the UC Forums
following an event. There were no other
items missing from the area.

Labor Week: students seek fair labor solutions
BEN ZVAIFLER
STAFF WRITFR

USD merchandise has been
tied to a Honduran sweatshop
owned by Russell Athletics. This
has aroused controversy across
campus.
MEChA a student organiza
tion working on behalf of the
United Front Multicultural Center,
set out to address the issue of fair
labor practices by denoting last
week Labor Week. MEChA orga
nized several events that would
spark a dialogue amongst USD
students and faculty on topics such
as sweatshops, workers solidarity
and labor practices worldwide.
On April 16, two events were
hosted as part of of Labor Week.
In the afternoon a debate was
held between the USD College
Libertarians and the Students for
a Sweat Free Campus. A group of
nearly 50 students and professors
made their way to Serra 204 to hear
the two sides argue their positions.
Professor Tara Ceranic served as
moderator for the debate.
The debate focused on the ne
cessity and morality of sweatshops
in a continuously globalizing
world. Special attention was paid
to the low wages of sweatshop
workers in third world and devel
oping nations.
The Students for a Sweat Free
Campus pushed for the adoption
of a "universal living wage cam
paign," stressing the necessity of

THE VISTA
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Students for a Sweat Free Campus and College Libertarians take questions from the audience after a
debate regarding sweatshops.
higher wages for sweatshop work
ers who are making two dollars a
day on average to work long shifts
with few breaks and sometimes
dangerous conditions. They also
called for consumer conscience,
urging that the only way the con
ditions can improve for workers is
increased pressure from those pur
chasing the products they create.
The College Libertarian re
futed the claims of their opponents
by stating that the reality of the
world system must be considered,

and without the low wage jobs the
workers would be left jobless, or
worse.
The College Libertarians
also claimed that sweatshops and
corporate presence is the only
way third world countries can
bring themselves out of poverty,
citing Japan and South Korea as
examples.
Tension in the room was high
and the emotional sentiment could
be seen on the faces and. in the
actions of the debaters, but both

groups remained respectful and
composed throughout the event.
As it came to a close the teams and
audience seemed gratified to have
the opportunity to discuss.
The second event of the day
was a panel discussion featuring
two sweatshop laborers who were
recently laid off by the Russell
Corporation for trying to union
ize in a Honduran Factory. The
two women, Norma Mejia and
Mirna Chavarria, came to USD
with the United Students Against
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Sweatshops. They have been trav
eling to universities throughout
the country reliving their story in
hopes that schools will cancel their
contracts with Russell Athletics.
The event began with a unison
clap that grew into a heavy drum
ming, representing the heartbeat
and solidarity of sweatshop labor
ers worldwide.
As each woman stood to tell
her story of the factory conditions,
low wages and general mistreat
ment, tears began to flow. "Re
membering what we have been
through brings back the pain" the
translator repeated to the audi
ence.
The two women tried to
unionize in the factory they
worked at in Honduras, pleading
for higher wages, short breaks and
time off for medical treatment.
Instead of meeting their demands,
Russell Athletics decided to close
the factory altogether, leaving
1,800 workers, 80 percent of them
women, out of a job.
Unionizing in Honduras is il
legal and their actions have black
listed them from work throughout
the country. They stated that they
receive death threats, and fear for
their lives and the lives of their
children back home, but refuse to
give up the fight against sweat
shop labor.
USD has agreed to put Rus
sell Athletics on probation, sus
pending their contract, but has not
terminated the relationship.

The Vista publication is written and edited by UST
students and funded by revenues generated by
advertising and a student fee. Advertising
material published is for information purposes
only and is not to be construed as an expressed
or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located in the lower level of
the University Center, room II4B.
All inquiries should be sent to:

The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110
The first copies of the newspaper are complimentary, all copies thereafter are 25
cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of The Vista staff,
the University of San Diego or of its student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista office. Letters should be limited
to 300 words and must be signed. For identification purposes, USD identification
numbers and writer's year must be included in the letter. The Vista reserves the
right to edit published letters. Any content sent to the editor will be considered for
publication unless otherwise stated.
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Notre
Dame vs.
Obama
CYNTHIA DUNCAN
ASSISTANT FFATURF FDITOR

Presidents giving commence
ment speeches at Ivy League
schools may not seem out of the
ordinary, but Notre Dame has felt
pressure about their invitation to
President Barack Obama. Heavy
scrutiny has continued to come in
from many alumnae of the school
and Notre Dame considered revok
ing their invitation because of it.
Catholic alumnae and others were
upset by the invitation because
Obama's views on abortion and
stem cell research differ so drasti
cally from the Church's. Many feel
that the traditionally Catholic col
lege would be turning its back on
these important issues by having
Obama speak on their grounds.
Here at USD, many students
seem to agree that having the pres
ident speak at their college would
be an honor no matter the school's
affiliation.
Kaila Weedman, a Republi
can freshman who is Catholic, was
surprised that people were oppos
ing Obama's invitation. She asks,
"Isn't the best sign of strong faith
the ability to be challenged in it?"
She notes that the word Catholic
itself means "universal" and says
it would be "very undemocratic to
revoke the invitation to President
Obama."
Weedman continued, "I think
the most democratic and Catholic
thing for Notre Dame to do...is
to host the president, support his
humanitarian policies, and openly
share their disagreement with his
stance on abortion." She adds,
"Acceptance is the truest sign of
being a Christian."
Kelsey Brown is also a fresh
man at USD, but she is a nonCatholic Democrat. She says of
Notre Dame possibly redacting
its invite, "I just think it sounds
really silly. He's the president of
our country."
She expands, "There's a dis
connect for me. Where was the
Catholic Church when we were
going to war for completely ri
diculous reasons? This seems
like really a stupid, fluffy thing
to bring attention to. It's not im
moral." Brown says she would be
"pleasantly surprised and thrilled"
if Obama were to speak at USD.
Most USD students seem to
agree that the opportunity to have
one of the most powerful people
in world come and speak at their
college should be seized. Weedman would see it as an occasion to
bolster debate and Brown would
embrace hearing someone she
admires speak. The majority do
not see a request for a speech as an
endorsement.

ALCHA STRANE/THE VISTA

The Black Storytellers of San Diego performed in the UC last Thursday.

Black Storytellers preserve culture
ALCHA STRANE
STAFF WRITFR

Culture, spirit and tradition
came to USD last Thursday in the
form of the Black Storytellers of
San Diego. Sharing their person
ally adapted fables and quirky
anecdotes, this four-woman troop
delivered a fresh spirit to those
in attendance in the University
Center. The event was sponsored
by the Department of Human
Resources in support of the Presi
dent's Advisory Board on Inclu
sion and Diversity to celebrate
Multicultural
Communication
Month.
The Black Storytellers of San
Diego have been performing to
gether for about 15 years and are
a part of the National Association
of Black Storytellers, which was
founded in 1982. The BSSD troop,

like their national affiliates, strive
to pass on the African American
culture and beliefs through oral
tradition, a form of storytelling
that mixes folktales, sayings,
chants and song. This form of
expression came about as a way
to pass traditions, laws and knowl
edge between generations without
use of a writing system.
The event on Thursday began
with an African chant that encour
aged the diverse audience of stu
dents, faculty and staff to interact
with the storytellers by clapping or
chanting themselves. As the song
died down, the first story began of
a young teenage eagle that wanted
to become a human woman, in
order to marry a handsome human
man she had spotted by the river.
The story ended with the eagle
getting her wish, only to later be
exposed as an eagle and having

Job prospects look dim
MARKET, continued
Scales said. Yet, even with
an absence of potential employers
from various industries, Scales
states that the biggest employer
at USD during these times is the
Federal Government.
"The president's Stimulus
Plan has enabled the Federal Gov
ernment to create new jobs, but
not just any job - jobs with full
benefits," something employers
are increasingly cutting back on to
cut costs and bridge budget gaps
due to lost revenues.
These jobs vary from agen
cies such as the C.I.A. and F.B.I.,
to newly created agencies in green
technologies and social programs.
Other industries that tend to
keep their employment rates con
sistent are in the fields of business
and engineering, yet that should
not make any student in a different
field change his or her course of
study, Scales said.
"A student should study ac

cording to their interests, not the
job market," Scales said. "A stu
dent who is studying what she or
he enjoys is more likely to earn
better grades, which is what em
ployers really look at."
Although USD seniors are
the ones most worried about the
employment situation, underclass
men should all be getting a head
start on job hunting, internship op
portunities and networking.
"Word of mouth is the number
one way companies do their
hiring," Scales said. "Employers
don't like advertising job open
ings and interviewing hundreds of
people, which is why networking
is paramount."
Career Services strongly en
courages students to get a head
start as job openings decrease and
competition gets harder. Students
can find helpful and essential in
formation on job hunting and net
working through Career Services
and are welcome to attend weekly
workshops.

her husband try to hold onto her
by her long beautiful hair. The
point of this story- how the bald
eagle became bald.
Many other comedic tales,
including a modern-day hip hop
mix of "Little Red Riding Hood"
followed the story. The most im
portant message of the day, and of
the oral tradition as a whole came
from a tale told by Linda Brown.
"Find that special tree and sit
under its branches and the tales of
the dying old man will fall upon
you like a light rain. And you can
pass on the tales to others, just as
easy as you have heard the stories I
have told you." The group wanted
to make sure everyone knew that
passing on stories did not have to
be done by only storytellers, but
by anyone who hears them, ensur
ing that the tales of the culture will
be preserved.

Cropper finale a hit
POETRY, continued
long walks with her dog or
going on long road trips." Her
first poetry book won the inau
gural 1999 Cave Canem poetry
prize. She again caught attention
with her second poetry collection
"Bellocq's Ophelia," which was
named a 2003 Notable Book by
the American Library Associa
tion. This is only awarded to two
to three poetry books a year. The
piece was inspired by E. J. Bel
locq's photographs of prostitutes
in New Orleans.
Her third book, "Native
Guard," written in 2007 received
the Pulitzer Prize in poetry. After
Trethewey's reading, she noted
that Irish poets such as Seamus
Heaney
influenced
"Native
Guard." During the reading, Tre
thewey's subject matter ranged
from the "Graveyard Blues," Mis
sissippi, and anti-miscegenation
(interracial marriage) laws.
Brown, the chair of the
Cropper Creative Writing Com
mittee, was able persuade his

CLASSIFIEDS
"South
Mission
Beach
Condo for Rent. Located on
San Luis Rey PI. Beautiful 2
bedroom 2 Bath. Private front
yard, 2 private parking spaces
and private laundry room! View
at
www.vacationrentals.com/
vacation-rentals/18261 .html.
Please call Jeff @ 858-405-0358
with any questions."

COLLEGIATE BOWLING
TEAM now forming for next
school year. Compete against other
schools. USBC certified coaching
provided. All skill levels welcome.
Interested in participating call Bob
(858) 753-1775 daytime.
Child Development Centers.
Internships are available with U.S.

Military Child Development Cen
ters in Germany, Italy, England,
Belgium and the U.S. (Florida and
Hawaii). Beginning September
2009 and ending December 2009.
Related college coursework and
experience required. Airfare and
housing are paid and a living sti
pend provided. Interns receive 12
hrs of college credit (graduate or

USD senior Jessica Hawkins
attended the event and had this
reaction: "I really enjoyed the
storytelling of the women and the
presentation of how deep and rich
African American culture can be.
I think USD should continue to
sponsor these types of events to
promote diversity and enlighten
others to differences between cul
tures."
The Black Storytellers of San
Diego also ensure the continuance
of oral tradition by teaching young
students at Park Middle School the
art of storytelling and having them
construct their own stories to be
read at a performance later in the
year. They also participated in the
"Big Read," which was a nation
wide campaign to inspire people
to pick up a good book; it reached
up to one million people across the
United States.

undergraduate) and are eligible
to apply for $1250 AmeriCorps
funding. Make a Difference!
University of Northern Iowa,
College of Education, School of
HPELS. Email Susan Edginton
at susan.edginton@uni.edu for
more information. Please put
INTERNSHIP USD/CA in the
subject line of your email.
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Poet Natasha Trethewey.

former teacher to do a reading.
Before the reading he commented
that, "For the last five years, the
Cropper Living Writing series
has brought to USD and the San
Diego community at large, some
of the greatest authors of our time.
Pulitzer Prize winner Natasha
Trethewey is the perfect poet for
celebrating this special five year
anniversary."
In 2000, USD alumna Lind
say J. Cropper passed away, and
in 2004 the Lindsay J. Cropper
Center for Creative Writing was
established in her memory. Tre
thewey's poetry is compassionate
and lyrical, making her poetry
very appealing.
She went through school
with the intention of becoming
a fiction writer, until a profes
sor told her that she was a poet.
Trethewey ended the night with
a poem from a new book she is
working on, and she is hoping
that her next collection will come
out in 2011.
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Club Spotlight:
USD Dive Club
ANGELA GARCIA
STAFF WRITFR
New Year's resolutions are a
tradition for many USD students.
Yet whether it pertains to breaking
a habit or trying something new,
many complain that they do not
accomplish what they set out to
do. Why would New Year's reso
lutions be considered in the month
of April? Well, for those whose
resolution leads toward trying
something new, the opportunity is
available.
USD Dive Club is a club
on campus that seeks to provide
students with the chance to scuba
dive. Diving gear and services
are offered through Ocean Enter
prises where non-divers are able
to become certified and certified
divers are able to advance. Dive
Club has meetings once a month
where one to two dives are planned
monthly.
Club members pay a small
one-time fee for each semester and
receive discounts from Ocean En
terprises. Freshman Mohammad
AlBader enjoys being a member
of Dive Club. "It is a once in a life
time experience," AlBader said.
Of the diving experience he adds,
"It is like a whole new world."
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The club is open to a range of
students, from beginners to certi
fied divers. Some students who
may not be experienced divers
might find the thought of scuba
diving out in the ocean over
whelming. USD Dive Club along
with Ocean Enterprises offer train
ing for beginners.
Open water events like the
USD Discover Scuba event held
last March took place on campus
in the swimming pool where stu
dents were allowed to get a feel
for scuba diving on a smaller and
less intimidating scale.
For the adventurous or expe
rienced divers, Dive Club offers
Be A Diver events held at various
locations in San Diego. The next
Be A Diver event will be April 26
at 11:30 a.m. at La Jolla Shores.
Junior Andrew Fernandez, presi
dent of Dive Club, encourages
students to be a part of the diving
experience. "It is a great oppor
tunity to explore what covers 75
percent of the earth," Fernandez
said.
So for the students who have
made a New Year's resolution
leading toward trying something
new, or those who just find scuba
diving interesting, Dive Club is
providing the opportunity.

USD has history of non-violent assembly
ASSEMBLY, continued
Students say that the right to
assemble has a history of positive
change not conflict. " There was
a need for students to change the
climate of the university to be more
welcoming because one of the big
issues is retention of underrepresented students," junior Jonathon
Gluchowsk said. "You need that
contact, interaction to build those
bridges."
A memo to the Chair of the
University Senate from Carmen
Vasquez explained her reason for
developing the policy. "While the
Student Code in a general manner
addresses and affirms the ability
of our students to assemble peace
fully, USD does not have a clear
set of guidelines for ... organizing
rallies or otherwise engaging in
speech activities."
"I find it a paranoid response,"
USD English professor Gail Perez
said. "What on campus would have
prompted such a harsh response?"
Students say it is a violation
of their First Amendment rights.
"Congress shall make no law...
abridging the freedom of speech..."
the United States Bill of Rights
First Amendment reads, but the
First Amendment does not apply
at a private institution such as the
University of San Diego. The only
way to keep policies like this from
passing is if the AS Senate or Uni
versity Senate does not pass it.
"In my history at USD there
have been two major rallies at
that culminated in positive policy

changes," senior Carolyn Straub
said. "So, I view those rallies as
not being against USD but as really
important ways to protect students
and increase the health of the uni
versity as a whole."
Straub wrote a critique of
the policy and sent it to a group
of students and faculty members.
Fellow senior Jen Suh helped edit
the critique before sending it to the
Chair of the University Senate Ron
Pachence. Pachence then invited
Straub and Suh to join a new work
ing group including faculty and
students to address the concerns
that were raised.
"In the late 1990s the school
was in danger of losing its grants
and accreditations because of lack
of diversity," Suh said. "This coin
cided with student activism efforts,
so it has been extremely beneficial
to have these rallies that indicate
crisis points."
One professor said that taking
away a right not often exercised
suddenly makes the right to as
semble more important than ever.
When students were asked what
they thought about the policy, most
said they did not know what it was.
Some students said they think ig
norance is what helped the policy
pass AS Senate in the first place.
"The policy contributes direct
ly to a more glib campus climate,"
Suh said.
The working committee said
they want to finish revising the
draft by the fall 2009 and send it
back to the AS Senate to begin the
approval process again.

Disruptive behavior
includes the following:
- Obstructing, hindering or
restricting the free move
ment of persons on university
property.
- Destroying, defacing or
causing the loss of property
belonging to the university or
any person.
- Creating a volume of noise
that prevents or interferes
with the ability of members
of the community to conduct
their normal activities.
- Carrying signs on poles,
sticks, or other objects that
could be used to inflict injury
on or cause damage to an
other person or property.
- Failure to comply with
the time, place and manner
restrictions.
- The possession or use,
or threat to use, firearms,
fireworks, ammunition, explo
sives, dangerous chemicals,
any weapon of any nature,
or any substance or object
that could be used to inflict
injury on or cause damage to
person or property.
According to the current draft of Policy
Governing Assembly on Campus

OPINION
RYAN PLOURDE
OPINION FDITOR

It's the classic conundrum;
you can't get a job without ex
perience, you can't get experi
ence without a job.
For a graduating senior
this realization can be daunt
ing. In the past there was at
least such a thing as the "entry
level position," a low level job
that would provide the neces
sary experience for a recent
graduate to start a career. You
know, that mailroom pusher,
that number cruncher, that
high school girl's water polo
beat writer, that shoe-shining,
coffee getting, headset wearing
entry level worker.
In years past such entry
level jobs provided exiting
students with a stepping stone
on which they could base their
future. But in the recent cli
mate of economic deterioration
something startlingly strange
is happening; recently laid off
job seekers, with actual expe
rience, are competing for the
same entry level positions as us
lowly college seniors.
An aspiring journalist, 1
can't help but feel the effects
of this increasingly difficult job
market. In the past few months
I've sent out countless ap
plications, resumes and cover
letters to publications across
the state—a born and raised
Southern Californian who went
to college a mere hour and a
half away from home I'm not
about to venture too far away
from the nest—and have heard
nothing. Now I knew that get
ting a job would be challeng
ing but this seems damn near
impossible.
But I finally see a ray of
light in the form of a job listing
for an education reporter posi
tion at the Palo Alto Weekly;
with little to no experience
needed this was just the entry
level position I had been
searching for. And sure enough
a week after sending in my
resume I received an e-mail
from the Palo Alto Weekly.
The e-mail from a Palo Alto
editor went something like this,
"Thank you for your interest in
the education reporter position
at the Palo Alto Weekly. Blah,
blah, blah, we have offered the
position to a former Weekly
mid-level editor."
Wait, wait, wait; are you
telling me this lowly reporter
position was filled by a former
editor? Yes, I'm telling 'you
that this lowly position, one
that could have served as my
stepping stone, was filled by a
vastly more experienced, and
recently laid-off, former editor.
The new conundrum; you
can't get a job without experi
ence, you can't get experience
without a job, and your step
ping stones are being sunk by
eight million other people with
more experience than you.

Opinion Editor: Ryan Plourde
rplourde@usdvista.com

Twitter: Hate it or love it, it's here to stay
PETER CHO

The classic
conundrum
revised
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Imagine a world where
you can sit down at your apart
ment and prepare a sandwich
for yourself. After eating your
delicious sandwich, you text the
following, "Just had a yummy
sandwich lol!! 1 So gooood.:)" to
40404. This message, or "tweet,"
magically appears on your
profile, twitter.com/sexybeachblondecutie87. Now everyone
knows you ate a sandwich!
Ladies and gentlemen, our
dreams have been realized. We
are now capable of "tweeting"
anything 140 characters or less to
our "followers" at any place and
any time of the day.
This isn't the most exciting
part. No, there's more. Twitter is
occupied by more than just mere
mortals like you and me, it con
tains the like of Ashton Kutcher,
Oprah Winfrey, even NASA as
tronaut Mike Massimino. We can
now find out that Oprah "Worked
out for an hour. And now going
to read the Sunday papers and
have a skinny cow or 2!" After
a bit of investigating via Google,
I was surprised to discover a
"skinny cow" is an ice cream
sandwich. Oprah? Eating ice
cream sandwiches and reading
the Sunday paper? Astounding.
Mind-blowing even.
But all jokes aside, Twitter
is marking a relatively new phe
nomenon in social networking.
As mundane as it may seem, this
"micro-blogging" is changing the
paradigm of both social network
ing and self-expression.
Consider the early years of
the Internet. Web logs, known
more commonly as blogs were
rare, run mostly by professionals
and people with higher-thanaverage resources. Ev Williams
changed this after he created
Blogger, and democratized the
medium. From there, pioneers
like Mark Zuckerberg and Chris
DeWolfe started the first main
stream social networks, allow
ing us to create profiles with
our interests, current and past
jobs, education experience, etc.
Almost as an afterthought, most

social networks allowed us to
change our "status."
Then Twitter came along and
said, you know what, we should
let people tell everyone what
they're doing at all times of the
day. Whether it's eating a sand
wich, or tweeting yourself out of
Egyptian jail, Twitter has allowed
a new form of communication and
self-expression. Twitter allows
us to output our streams of con
sciousness, our feeds are updatable wherever we are, allowing us
to post about whatever we want.
The jury is still out on whether
or not Twitter has "practical" uses,
but who says everything on the
Internet has to be practical. The
majority of its criticisms seem to
revolve around the "vain" nature
of the website. "Why would I
even want to know what Ashton
Kutcher is doing?"
Those people are missing the
point. Beyond the superficial uses
of Twitter, e.g. checking on our fa
vorite celebrities (which I admit, is
a guilty pleasure of mine), Twitter
represents a new way technology
is interacting with our lives.
The fact of the matter is that
we are now capable of interacting
with people in our social network
through our followers, at any place
or time. It's as simple as texting
a number. Take for example the
aforementioned instance of the
student who "tweeted" himself out
of jail. James Buck, after being ar
rested by the Egyptian police for
covering an anti-government pro
test, tweeted just one word to his
profile. "Arrested." Almost imme
diately those in his social network
who knew he was in Egypt knew
that he was being held in jail, and
could react.
Other examples of Twitter
being used for serious means in
clude* people communicating with
each other during natural disasters
to pool resources and gather sup
port. A San Francisco-based com
pany also used it as a communica
tion medium during earthquakes.
Saying that Twitter is a pool of
self-indulgent vanity is like saying
that television is just an storefront
for Sham Wow. Picking one use, as
absurd as it may seem, is neither
fair or accurate to be representa-

tive of a tool or service as a whole.
Twitter represents more than just a
new venue for voyeurism into our
lives. It represents a new avenue of
communication between people all
over the world. It's easy to focus on
Shaq's questions of whether or not
he should eat some Dairy Queen.
You have to admit
though, it's
kind of enter
taining.

Although Twitter may not be
"the next Facebook," or revolu
tionary in itself, it's a step towards
a future we can't even begin to
imagine. News has moved from
fast, to faster, to instantaneous. I
doubt any of us can say that we
could ever have imagined that
we'd come home to our comput
ers to log into our Facebooks,
MySpaces, Flickrs, Twit
ters, Gmails, AIMs,
Linkedlns, Blogspots,
Xangas, LiveJournals
and YouTubes. Who
knows what kind of thingamajiggers we'll have 10
years from now.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
2. Your message
travels through the I
magical internet pipes I

1. Type a message 140
characters or less on
your phone or your
computer

TOP TWEETERS

Oprah's first tweet, Shaq's response
HI TWITTERS. THANK YOU
FOR A WARM WELCOME.
FEELING REALLY21st
CENTURY
about I hour ago from web
' /

twitter.com/Oprah

(Soprah ur caps r on, btw
about! hour ago from web

twitter.com/THE_REAL_SHAQ

200K

400K

600K

800K

1M

1.2M

# of Followers

*actual tweets taken from their pages

TWEETERS
TO
WATCH
Insane tweet ramblings
Tweeting from the stars
Showing her tweets
NASA astronaut Mike Massimino
(@Astro_Mike) tweets about his train
ing for his upcoming space shuttle mis
sion. Although NASA has not yet
commented on whether they
would be tweeting from
space, I think that would
be awesome.
-Carrie Widder

Ellen DeGeneres (@TheEllenShow)
offers free tickets to her show
and hilarious Comments for
fans through her tweets.
When she got a million
twitter followers, she
wrote, "I'll keep on show
ing my tweets to anyone
who asks to see 'em!"
-Ashley McLean

The MLB's resident oddball Barry Zito
(@barryzito) uses his Twitter to
remind us multiple times a day
that he has completely lost his
mind. Ranging from rambles
on the concept of love to
the "inner light of Susan
Boyle," Zito never
fails to entertain.
-Peter Cho
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Super maximum prisons spread the insanity
Nothing is
inevitable
Anyone who's had an ear
to the East of late has heard
about the election of the rightleaning government in Israel.
Led by Likud head Benjamin
Netanyahu, Israel has adopted
a number of hard-line policies.
Most notably, of course, is the
scheme to attack Iran.
Recently I had some time
to peruse the latest on this situ
ation. David Samuels, of Slate
Magazine, wrote an article
titled "Why Israel will bomb
Iran." Provocative enough?
My first
reaction after
reading Samuels' piece was
that this guy must have loved
whatever international rela
tions theory class he took in
college. His article is filled
with theoretical maybes and
what-if scenarios. But what
irked me the most was his
statement: "Bombing Iran's
nuclear facilities is the surest
way for Israel to restore the
image of strength and unpre
dictability that made it valu
able to the United States after
1967 while also eliminating
Iran as a viable partner for
America's favor."
While Israel's perceived
strength is important, as we
undoubtedly learned from
the 2006 Lebanon War, the
Middle East is no longer one
big game of Cold War theory.
In other words, the U.S. is not
Competing with the Soviets
for client states, and the Ira
nians are building a nuclear
program based on their own
ambitions.
Samuels seems to be
lieve that the U.S. backs
Israel mostly because it is the
dominant force in the Middle
East. While this may be true,
it is also true that the U.S.
lost whatever strategic asset
it had in Israel after the end
of the Cold War, i.e., check
ing Soviet Arab states. Today,
rather, America's special rela
tionship with Israel could be
defined as one of shared cul
tural values, powerful lobby
ing and a general commitment
to Western democracy.
Sitting on my couch,
trying to process this alarmist
article, I remembered a for
mula I once learned from USD
professor Dr. John Stoessinger. It's the pragmatist versus
crusader paradigm: If the
leaders of Israel, the U.S. and
Iran can pragmatically work
through this crisis, then the
David Samuels crowd, which
seeks to paint such an attack
as inevitable, will be right
fully shunned into their dark
den of theoretical war games.
Even in a situation as
seemingly urgent as this,
leave it to our very own Ho
locaust survivor and vastly
credentialed USD professor
to develop a theory that says
rationality can trump hysteria.As Stoessinger often says,
"Nothing is inevitable."
Not even war.

ALCHA STRANE
STAFF WRITFR
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Touchless torture is the new
term given to super maximum
security prisons; prisons within
a prison that are reserved for the
"the worst of the worst." But is
this form of punishment driving
prisoners to madness?
Introduced to the United
States in 1983 as a response to
the murder of two prison guards
in a day, supermax prisons are
designed to numb the inmate to all
external sensory stimuli, in order
to inflict the harshest legal punish
ment permissible.
Inmates are held in a cell
where there are no windows, no
communication with guards or
other prisoners, and where the in
mates may only leave the cell for
one hour per day for solitary ex
ercise time in what is considered
the equivalent of a dog run. In
comparison to maximum security
prisons, which allow communica
tion amongst inmates, as well as
one hour of socialized exercise,
supermax prisons take the most
hardened criminals and drive them
crazy with solitary confinement.
Supermax facilities are de
signed for times when maximum
prisons are not enough to keep in
mates under control. Supermax fa
cilities also hold heinous convicts
like the Oklahoma City bomber
and convicts who have murdered
while in lesser-security prisons.
Even the alleged 20th hijacker in
the Sept. 11 attacks is said to be
in a supermax facility. But studies
have shown that too much control
may not be a good thing.
According to research done at
Montreal University, it was shown
that "when researchers eliminate
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sight, sound and, with the use of
padded gloves, tactile stimula
tion, subjects can descend into a
hallucinatory state in as little as
48 hours." These conditions are
equivalent to what terrorist facili
tator Jose Padilla faces as he exits
his cell wearing a blindfold and
sound-deadening headphones. He,
like many other prisoners in su
permax facilities, are now speak
ing up about the harsh conditions

claiming they have suffered
mental breakdowns, which leave
them "unable to assist in their
own defense."
Prison is meant to be a place
to reform criminals, not make
them worse. These individuals
posed a severe threat to society
and instead of helping them to
get better, the inhumane nature of
prisons is creating an even greater
threat.

Most will follow the emotion
al appeal that when someone does
something bad on the outside, that
he or she should have to pay for
that act with a harder life on the
inside. But according to psychia
trist Stuart Grassian of Harvard
Medical School, "We're taking
criminals who are already unstable
and driving them crazy." A system
that drives crazy people crazier,
where is the sense in that?

"Tea party" protests attempt to pass as grassroots
ECONOMY, continued
by dueling media outlets?
Major grievances among protest
ers were the hundreds of billions
in recent taxpayer subsidies to
automakers, banks and Wall Street
giants.
Protesters
investment
voiced their anger on signs that
read "No, we can't!" and "D.C.:
District of Corruption."
But isn't the recovery plan
seeking to eventually mend the
deficit that was created over the
past eight to 15 years of "bad be
havior" promotion? Other signs
read "less government, more free
enterprise!" Wait, isn't that kind of
how we got here in the first place?
Confused I wonder where were
these protesters when the Bush
administration nurtured an entire
nation of irresponsibility—when
two wars raged on deficit spend
ing, when deregulation policies
allowed big business to harbor
unethical practices and encourage
deficit spending among banks and
even with homeowners? It seems
like everyone has been racking up
huge credit card debts.
Now that Obama faces the
consequences left behind by the
past presidential legacy, Repub
lican groups and leaders seem to
have leaped at their chance to fund

a "grass roots" demonstration that
claims this new government is
the irresponsible one. If tea party
demonstrators had paid attention
to Obama's state of the economy
speech given the day before the
scheduled protest, they would
understand at least the reasoning
behind government spending in
the midst of the current crisis—
which Obama argues will increase
aggregate demand, get credit flow
ing again and help cushion fami
lies and small businesses dealing
with severe financial hardship.
The address affirmed that in
order to lay a new foundation for
growth and prosperity, the budget
must cut out programs that don't
work and invest in the necessities
that will pick up economic growth
to a sustainable rate
that will guide us
toward recovery.
Thus investments
in education to
harbor a more
s k i l l e d
and com
petitive
workforce,
a framework for
renewable energy
that will create
new jobs and industries, and
a health care program that cuts

costs for families and businesses, offer plausible alternatives to tack
all while bailouts serve to support
ling each and every factor that has
economic sustainability and re led to this economic crisis simulta
write the rules of Wall Street that neously, then yes those arguments
will encourage innovation and should be heard nationwide.
"punish short-cuts and abuse," are
While democracy depends on
necessary.
free expression to have an outlet
While disagreement about for revolt and disgruntlement,
whether the plan will work or not that outlet should at least be a true
should be debated by every Amer grassroots arena for the people and
ican citizen, labeling intended
by the people, not a stage set up
investment for stable growth and
by leading Republicans and media
recovery "irresponsible spending giants like Fox News.
with reckless abandon" shows the
disconnect between real criticism
and partisan resentment exem
plified by another protester's
sign that reads "America, /PI
no left
turn!"
If arguments

A
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A new breed of "Jack Sparrows" threatens the open sea
NATHAN MATTHEW
STAFF WRITFR

Piracy is alive, lucrative and
dangerous.
Most recently, a five
day
standoff between pirates and the
U.S. government came to a bloody
conclusion when Navy Seal sharp
shooters killed three pirate captors
holding the captain of an American
cargo ship hostage. While impres
sive, the act will most likely not
slow piracy off the horn of Africa.
The situation arose when
pirates hijacked the cargo ship of
Capt. Richard Phillips who man
aged to convince them to take him
hostage in order to spare the ship
and its crew. Phillips then found
himself on a covered and motor
ized life boat with four captors, 30
miles off the coast of Somalia.
The pirates threatened to
shoot and kill the captain should
any rescue attempt occur. For five
days the American government
followed the boat closely, going
back and forth trying to find a so
lution to the fiasco.
At one point, one of the cap
tors who had seriously injured his
hand surrendered to the authori
ties. At another point, Phillips at
tempted to jump into the water
and swim away, but was quickly
recaptured.
Meanwhile, members of the
Navy Seals were flown in. They
parachuted into the sea with inflat
able boats and were picked up by
the naval destroyer Bainbridge. On
the last day, the pirates were out
of fuel and drifting toward the Somalian coast. They then agreed to
accept a tow from the Bainbridge,
senior officials said.
Acting
with
President
Obama's orders to intervene should
there be any belief that the hostage

was in imminent danger of being
killed by captors, snipers on the
destroyer Bainbridge opened fire
and picked off the three captors.
How impressive of a feat was this?
Well, two of the captors had poked
their heads out of a rear hatch of
the lifeboat, exposing themselves
to clear shots, and the third could
be seen through a window in the
bow, pointing an automatic rifle at
the captain.
Not to mention, this was all
done with the use of night vision
while being on two separate naval
vessels afloat on an ocean that was
in no way, shape or form placid.
Phillips is now in the United
States and resting safely in the
comfort of his home with friends
and family.
Now, we would hope that
this impressive American rescue
would deter further hijacking or
hostage taking but just one day
later another group of pirates at
tempted to hijack another U.S.
cargo ship off the coast of Soma
lia; they were unsuccessful in their
attempt. Still this second attack il
lustrates the increasing problem of
piracy, a problem that will not be
deterred by three bullets.
These acts of piracy are not
the result of anti-American or
anti-Western sentiment but of des
peration. As the Somali govern
ment collapsed, large commercial
fisheries began to encroach upon
the country's maritime border, il
legally netting large amounts of
fish usually caught by Somali fish
ermen. Bands of fishermen began
to approach the commercial ships
and demand some sort of retribu
tion.
An absent Somali govern
ment compounded by extreme
poverty is causing young men to
seek some sort of livelihood that
will provide for them where fish

ing once had. And often it does,
large ransoms that range into the
millions have repeatedly been
paid to such pirates. The shattered
economy and lack of government
has transformed the waters off the
horn of Africa into some of the
most dangerous shipping lanes in
the world. There are many ques
tions and debates as to what will
fix or stall the piracy prob

lems, but until the Somali govern
ment and economy are fixed into
something sturdy and viable, acts
of piracy will continue.
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AS Senate potentially limits student rights
It has recently come to
light that the draft of the new
Policy Governing Assembly on
Campus was passed by the As
sociated Students Senate in the
fall and is now being revised by
the Working Committee.
The working group is com
prised of students, faculty and
administrators who feel strong
ly that revisions are necessary.
We agree. This policy, aimed at
restricting student assembly on
campus, could limit the expres
sion of student voice.
This policy has been mar
keted as a measure to "protect"
students and the members of the
community. Yet the university

has no history of violent pro
tests, and according to those
involved the policy was not
written in reaction to any spe
cific event.
So why introduce such a
policy now? If anything this
policy may just lead to student
protests; a bit counterproduc
tive, really.
The University of San
Diego's Core Values state that
the university is "committed to
creating a welcoming, inclu
sive and collaborative com
munity accentuated by a spirit
of freedom and charity." Most
would not consider a policy
requiring a student scheduling

an assembly to notify the school
five business days in advance of
the planned assembly reasonable
for the pursuit of promoting the
"spirit of freedom."
The policy was passed by
the AS Senate, which is "the
most significant student forum
which acts as the democratic
body of the USD undergraduate
student population," according
to the Associated Students' web
site.
In other words, the AS
Senate is, in fact, a group of stu
dents appointed to represent the
USD student body. So how did
a document that limits students'
rights get passed by students?

This is a question being asked
by many members of the USD
community. After all, the AS
Senate is meant to represent the
interests of the greater student
body.
Many of the circumstances
surrounding the policy are hazy.
One member of the AS Senate,
when questioned, claimed that
senate members were unaware
of the repercussions of such a
policy.
The AS Senate meeting in
question is long gone, but with
the policy awaiting revisions,
students should be speaking
out about how they feel about
the governing policy. It affects

every single student at the Uni
versity of San Diego.
When it comes down to
it, this is a First Amendment
issue. As citizens of the United
States of America we are en
titled to express our views and
emotions through peaceful as
sembly. This policy, if passed
upon revision, infringes on
that right.
The University of San
Diego is a private institution,
but this does not mean that
students should not have a
voice on campus. So students,
we ask you this: why not speak
out against a policy that limits
our speech?

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Homeland Security increases the bipartisan divide
RYAN MULVEY

STAFF WR1TFR

Remember when Obama
promised a new era of bipartisan
ship? He was elected on an agenda
of mutual hope, love and change.
He promised to be a unifier, to be
a "decider" par excellence, rent
of the fetters of mere ideology.
Well his solutions to America's
financial woes, coupled with his
Europhilic socialist tolerance of
intrusive government, have shown
that bipartisanship is certainly
not part of his agenda. In fact, his
administration has made haste
to push a gauchiste agenda that
explicitly excludes conservatives
and libertarians. Now these rejects
are even being classified as poten
tial terrorists.
Last week, the Department
of Homeland Security released a
report titled: "Rightwing Extrem
ism: Current Economic and Politi
cal Climate Fueling Resurgence in
Radicalization and Recruitment."
It warned law enforcement of
ficials to be on guard against
increased political radicalism and
militia formation. The causes are
as vague as angst over economic
recession, to white supremacist
fury over the election of a black
president. "Radicals" are described
as holding anti-government views
or favoring "state or local author
ity," and as dedicating themselves
to "a single issue, such as abortion
or immigration."

Words escape this stupidity. It
seems funny at first. But one soon
finds it a rather sickening prod
uct of an ideologically perverted
government. Have Americans no
freedom of expression? Can they
not suspect their government? Is
it domestic terrorism to protest
the pseudo-nationalization of the
banking system or the oppressive
regulation of a supposedly "free"
market? If so, Secretary Janet
Napolitano better start arresting
the millions who participated
in the "tea party" protests last
week, along with their talk radio
allies and the war veterans at the
VA hospital. Come to think of it,
somebody should report those
USD Libertarians; they like lim
ited government, and if you can
believe this, liberty.
Obama has distanced himself
from this report, but Napolitano
has reaffirmed its findings, claim
ing that "[DHS] is on the lookout
for terrorist activity, but will never
monitor ideology or political be
liefs." Sure. David Rehbein, Na
tional Commander of the Ameri
can Legion, does not believe it
either; he has publicly protested
the report on behalf of all veter
ans. Even Rep. Bennie Thompson
(D-Miss.), chairman of the House
Homeland Security Committee,
stated that "this report appears to
raise significant issues involving
the privacy and civil liberties of
many Americans." Those civil
liberties sure are novel; DHS must

find them too progressive. Liberty
can be dangerous. America cannot
be kept safe with crazy folks
thinking the government works for
them. And everyone thought Bush
was bad when it came to ideologi
cal profiling.
To make it clear, this report is
a sick joke. No one will deny that
there are nuts on the right. This
columnist has close friends in the
John Birch Society. And everyone
knows an anti-globalist or two, not
to mention an anti-Zionist. But lest
one forget the inherent violence of
the left, be sure to remember Bill
Ayers and the Weathermen, or,
how former Congressman Tom
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Tancredo was obliged to leave
the University of North Carolina
last week after leftists interrupted
his speech on illegal immigration
and broke some windows. This
happens to the right all the time,
but the left is miraculously un
muzzled.
Even Obama, the most
strident pro-death politician in
America, will get to propagan

dize the graduating class of 2009
at Notre Dame in May; so much
for tolerance and fairness. Maybe
USD can get Ron Paul next year.
Either way, in case Napolitano
reads this article, let it be known
it was written by a pro-life, profamily, traditionalist conservative.
He is ready for the goon squad
whenever she is.

Department of
Homeland Security
report
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Fall 2009
Internship opportunities in Germany, England, Italy, Belgium,
and the U.S. (Florida and Hawaii) in child development centers
and school-age programs.

Camp

Adven

Catch the>

• Living stipend of $2,600 for 17 weeks.
• Housing and travel are paid.
• Build your resume related to work with children & youth.
• Network with one of the world's largest employers - the Dept. of Defense.
• Earn 12 hours of undergraduate or graduate credit.
• Eligible to apply for AmeriCorps*ProCorps Educational Award funding
of $1250 for 17 weeks.
• Prior experience working with children or youth required.

Information Session

Tuesday, April 28th @ 7:00pm. at SOLES Global Center, Room 129
University of San Diego
Email Susan Edginton at susan.edginton@uni.edu
In the subject line, write INTERNSHIP-USP/P.

include 'a brief description of prior experience with
children and include your major, year in school, and
phone number.
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Students have a
meaningful summer

Peace comes to Gulu
ALI WOLTERS
GUFST WRITFR

44

Sitting here on Capitol Hill

KATIE GROSS
G1IFST WRITFR

Over the summer, I worked
in Washington, D.C. through an
internship placement program af
filiated with USD called the The
Washington Center. After a couple
of nerve-wracking phone inter
views, I was placed with Capitol
Management, a lobbying firm. My
internship was unpaid and working
for free was an interesting experi
ence. It is hard to wake up early
every morning for a 9 to 5 job that
you are not getting paid for. But
what I took away from this was the
chance to leam about politics in a
dynamic city.
Before I went to D.C., I made
a to-do list of all of the things 1
wanted to see. The city has so
much to offer that I did not com
plete my list. There are museums,
national monuments, parks, differ
ent ethnic communities and other
things off the beaten track. The

Washington Center set up a vari
ety of programs for us to attend
to make sure we got the most out
of our time in Washington, D.C.
That enabled me to tour the White
House, go to Atlantic City and
visit the Newseum.
I also did quite a bit of ex
ploring independently. I did the
tourist-type activities like wait
ing in line for an hour to see the
Constitution, touring the Capitol
and watching fireworks
on July
Fourth in the National Mall along
with thousands of people. But 1
also did more atypical things. One
night after work my roommate, a
coworker and I ate Ethiopian food
in Little Ethiopia and then went
to a small non-profit jazz club to
watch local musicians jam togeth
er. Though this might not seem
like a typical Washington, D.C.
adventure, it was one of the most
interesting things 1 did during the
summer. It taught me a lot about
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A black and white picture has
been painted of Africa by media.
The continent is portrayed as a
land rife with conflict, hunger and
disease. While this continues to
be part of the present day turmoil
facing many countries in Africa,
it only tells half of the story.
Last summer I lived in northern
Uganda and worked at Joint Clini
cal Research Center, an HIV/AIDS
research, testing and counseling
organization. There I was able to
see Africa and experience the land
and the people through my own
eyes.
Uganda is a country about
the size of Oregon, with a popu
lation of approximately 32 mil
lion people. For more than two
decades, the northern part of the
country has been in the midst of
a war between the government of
Uganda and the rebel group known
as the Lord's Resistance Army.
The war has destroyed the lives
of over two million people in the
north, and it is spreading. In recent
years, the conflict has moved away
from Uganda, giving the people of
Northern Uganda relative peace.
Unfortunately, thousands of more
lives are now being destroyed in
the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Central African Republic,
and southern Sudan.
Despite the escalating vio
lence in the neighboring countries,
the people of northern Uganda are
embracing peace. While living in
Gulu, a town in northern Uganda,
I spent a majority of my time inter
acting with the local community. I
listened to their stories, learned
about their challenges and assisted
those trying to transform their

different cultures that I did not
expect to interact with in D.C.
My internship itself was
unique because it taught me a lot
about working in an office envi
ronment. Though doing "intern
tasks" like grabbing lunch for the
president of the lobbying firm and
finding contact information for
elected officials, it is not the most
exciting thing but my firm also
provided me with perks such as
tickets to the Washington Nation
als' games and the opportunity to
meet elected officials. I mixed and
mingled with the governor of West
Virginia and Sen. Durbin from Il
linois, to name a few.
My time at The Washington
Center was great and Washington,
D.C. is an amazing city that holds
not just historical sites, but bursts
with culture.
For more information visit
The Washington Center at twc.edu.

The Advocate proves to be fabulous
CHRISTOPHER MANGUM

GUEST WRITER

Last summer I became an
editorial intern for The Advocate,
the most widely circulated gay
and lesbian news publication in
America. On my first day, I drove
to an ominous West Hollywood
office building. I was unsure what
I would be doing as an intern, but
through the course of the summer I
learned more than I bargained for.
As an intern, I worked in a
crowded cubicle full of past issues
and an enormous poster of Ellen
DeGeneres from the magazine's
40th anniversary issue. There was
also a large box of materials PR
firms sent the office in hopes of
being featured in the publication
and because of this I received the
complete DVD box set of "Sex
and the City", a Marlon Brando
biography, a hat from "Milk" and
a coloring book entitled "Color me
Fabulous," all as a means of infor
mal payment for my work because
this was a non-paying internship.
My chaotic cubicle was

just a slice of the overall schizo
phrenic nature of the newsroom.
Interviews ranged from Michelle
Obama's hairstylist to the presi
dent of Gambia, who claimed he
would behead any homosexual
outed in his country.
My duties as an intern includ
ed writing for the publication's
website, blog and print magazine.
Every day I attended an editorial
meeting where we pitched story
ideas and pieced together the up
coming issue.
Afterwards, I found and re
wrote articles to post on advocate,
corn's daily news section. My re
sponsibility was to find a relevant
story, highlight the gay angle and
post it for the world to see. Besides
that morning routine, no day was
ever the same.
Some afternoons I wrote my
own articles on topics such as
Russia lifting the ban on gay blood
donations or the steps necessary to
obtain a marriage license. Other
days, I transcribed interviews on
Body Dysmorphic Disorder or
sexual reassignment surgery. One
week I spent hours looking for

pictures of then presumed lesbian
Lindsay Lohan in between inves
tigating the Bush administration's
allocation of funds for AIDS re
search.
The biggest event of the
summer was the legalization of
same-sex marriage in California.
Insanity struck the office during
the first week of ceremonies as
editors were running from event to
event. There were press conferenc
es, protests and phones constantly
ringing. History was unfolding
and getting to experience that with
The Advocate was priceless.
Ultimately, my time with The
Advocate was a one-of-a-kind ex
perience that I would recommend
to anyone even if it was just to get
a great coloring book.
It was refreshing to step away
from USD for a summer and enter
a completely different environ
ment. Seeing life from a new per
spective not only made for a great
internship, but also The Advocate
exposed me to a whole other world
I never knew existed, and for that
I am eternally grateful for the op
portunity.

San Diego Gay Pride Parade
1807 Robinson Avenue, suite 106
(619) 297-7863
volunteer@sdpride.org

United Nations Association of the USA-SD Chapter
2171 Pan American Plaza
(619) 233-3970
una@unasd.org

Southern Sudanese Community Center
4077 Fairmount Avenue
(619) 516-3546
sosudanco@yahoo.com

Legal Aid Society of San Diego, Inc.
Pro Bono Program Volunteers
(877) 534-2524 ext. 2731
rebeccas@lassd.org
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chaotic past into a peaceful and
self-sustaining future. One way I
immersed myself in their commu
nity was working at the clinic with
adolescent patients. Through my
daily interactions with the youth,
I saw that their challenges stretch
beyond the strictly medical; they
are rooted deeply in poverty and
stigmas attached to being HIV
positive. The older teenagers at
the clinic and I decided to orga
nize weekend programs involv
ing painting and dancing to build
morale and create a support net
work amongst the youth patients
at the clinic.
Once I returned to USD, I
helped organize and lead a group
of 10 USD students and staff to
Uganda during intersession. The
trip was sponsored by the Com
munity Service Learning and the
Center for Awareness, Service and
Action. The trip enabled univer
sity students to have an interna
tional immersion experience and
it further increased support for the
youth programs at JCRC. How
ever, the long-term goal of the
trip was to create a partnership be
tween USD and JCRC. The hope
is to plan future trips and begin a
tradition of support for the youth
center at the clinic.
Volunteering at JCRC for a
summer allowed me to learn about
Uganda beyond the war and helped
me to build relationships. It let me
become part of people's lives as
they work towards lasting peace
for themselves and their com
munity. 1 challenge you to check
out opportunities both on and off
campus and travel, whether it is to
a foreign country or to give back
to your community. Living in Gulu
for the summer allowed the black
and white picture 1 had of African
countries to be filled in with color.
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: SENIOR KATIE
GROSS AND FELLOW INTERNS AT
CAPITOL MANAGEMENT, PATIENTS AT
JOINT CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER IN
THE GULU DISTRICT, UGANDA, SENIORS
KATIE GROSS AND ADAM FRANSCI0NI IN
FRONT OF THE WHITE HOUSE, SENIOR
CHRISTOPHER MANGUM'S DESK AT THE
ADVOCATE, USD STUDENTS AND FAC
ULTY FROM CASA AND CSL AND MEM
BERS OF THE COMMUNITY POSE FOR A
GROUP PHOTO, TWO YOUNG BOYS AT
THE CLINIC IN THE GULU DISTRICT, A
COVER OF THE ADVOCATE FEATURING
ANDERSON COOPER, THE PUBLICATION
WALL AT THE ADVOCATE, SENIOR ALI
WOLTERS WITH GULU DISTRICT COM
MUNITY MEMBERS.

Get Involved!
San DiegoiBlood Bank
440 Upas Street
(619) 400-8202
Ronald McDonald House Charities San Diego
3101 Berger Avenue
(858) 292-7413 ext. 203
I

St. Vincent De Paul
3350 E Street
(619)645-6411
volunteer@neighbor.org
Museum of Photographic Arts
1649 El Prado
(619) 238-7559
volunteer@mopa.org

The Center: San Diego Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender Community Center
3903 Centre Street
(619) 692-2077
amandab@thecentersd.org
The San Diego Humane Society and SPCA
5500 Gaines Street
(619) 299-7012
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ARTS & CULTURE
KAITLIN PERRY
AC FOITOR

Coachillin'
For the first time ever, I
pushed my responsibilities to
the bottom of my ridiculously
long to-do list and put Coachella at the top. No, I didn't have
the money and no, I didn't have
the time, but my life seemed to
be falling apart and I needed to
treat myself to a known cure for
when I'm nearing the bridge to
insanity: live music.
Most are surprised to
hear that I had never been to
Coachella before this past Sat
urday. Music is my absolute fa
vorite form of art and live shows
are one of my favorite ways to
pass the time, but Coachella has
always been too expensive.
Lucky for me, my sister
won over $16,000 on Wheel of
Fortune and fronted me $125 to
buy a one-day Saturday ticket.
My heart was content and I
nearly had my peace of mind
back, but I was too excited to
relax. I was about to see my
idol, Jenny Lewis (for the third
time in hopes of remembering
it for once), and my new fa
vorite band, Fleet Foxes, plus
a bunch of other bands/DJs
like The Bloody Beetroots (so
crazy) and MSTRKRFT (who
sucked).
After my Coachella ex
perience, I have decided the
following: Coachella is a price
less experience that adds a
new dimension to the way one
views life and experiences live
music. It is an event that calls
for creative outfits, an immense
amount of energy and a limit
less supply of water. For many
attendees it also calls for alco
hol and/or narcotics.
Coachella is not a rave full
of kids only under the influence
of Ecstasy or a day keg full of
drunkies. It is not a hippie fest,
full of kids on either shrooms
or marijuana and it is not a pyschedelic trip for people only
on acid. Coachella is a place
where people combine all of
the above.
Walking around in my own
daze, I was terrified by kids
whose eyes were completely
black due to the fact that their
pupils were so big, and dis
gusted by kids sucking on paci
fiers and dressed like babies. At
Coachella everyone is their own
chemist, mixing chemicals in
their brain that eff them up into
oblivion, making them appear
out of place, out of touch and
out of mind.
Outside of the kids that treat
Coachella as a giant babysitter
for their overly intense trip are
the kids that go for the music
(that would be me).
I'm not one to abstain from
fun, but I am one who will do
what I can to make sure I can
remember some of the best live
performances I've ever seen.
Fleet Foxes was by far the most
beautiful show at Coachella.
"Sun It Rises" being performed
at sunset in the desert is an
experience I will never, ever
forget.

kperry@usdvista"

Electronic mash-up king Girl Tall
discusses music, art, and wh
his rumored perfor
KAITLIN PERRY
A&C FDITOR

A few months back, rumors
spread furiously about the poten
tial transformation of the Jenny
Craig Pavilion into a pulsating
dance club. "Is Girl Talk really
performing at our school?!" crazed
fans of the mash-up genius would
ask. "Yes!" I would tell them ex
citedly. Soon enough, the rumor,
which was indeed true at the time
of the questioning, proved itself to
be false once Girl Talk cancelled.
Though Girl Talk, whose real
name is Gregg Gillis, will not be
playing at USD this semester. The
Vista still got the chance to talk
with him about how he got started
and what it's like to be surrounded
by an abundance of intoxicated
dancing fans onstage.
Gillis became interested in
creating music around the age of
14 when he got into underground
electronic music and discovered
college radio. He was interested in
musicians who didn't need formal
training and were more experi
mental than the mainstream.
"I was going to shows in Pitts
burgh and saw weird new styles of
electronic music," Gillis said. "I
grew up listening to hip hop and
rap and was familiar with the art
of sampling. In my high school
band I started sampling pop, using
radio songs and skipping CDs."
Gillis, who went to school
for biomedical engineering, never
intended for music to be a career.
"I operated within a very small
subculture," Gillis said. "My band
in high school never played for
more than 30 people. I looked up
to other laptop artists that could
draw 50 people [to their shows] in
Pittsburgh or Cleveland."
For anyone who has listened
to any of Girl Talk's four fulllength albums, trying to com
prehend how Gillis can combine
hundreds of songs to create a 40 to
50 minute long mash-up session is
nearly impossible.
"Most ideas [for albums]
come from preparing for the live
show," Gillis said. With his last
two releases, Gillis had performed
the tracks live for a year and a
half before creating each album.
Though he doesn't play his shows
with the goal of creating an album
in mind, he says that at some point
he has enough material to take a
step back and put it all together to
form a full-length album.
With each new album comes
a new onset of legal talk. Gillis
doesn't receive permission to
sample the artists he samples. He
simply takes components of their
songs and puts them together to
form a new work of art. How is he
able to do this without being sued?
Fair Use.
"Fair Use is a doctrine in the
U.S. copyright law," Gillis said.
"It states that you can appropriate
other people's material without
getting permission. It looks at
how your work impacts potential
sales."
As long as Gillis' work
doesn't create competition and re
mains transformative, meaning it

Girl Talk rocking a bandana and tripping out in NYC.

has a level of commentary, Gillis
will remain lawsuit-free.
"I believe that all art is based
on re-contextualizing ideas from
the past," Gillis said. "My music
isn't taking sales away from some
one. I'm not here to just present
300 songs."
Thanks to the Fair Use doc
trine, Girl Talk remains to be one
of the most talked about and excit
ing new artists. One of the most
intriguing aspects of Girl Talk are
his live performances, at which
fans bombard the stage and dance
alongside Gillis as he works his
laptop.
"That's an exciting thing for
me," Gillis said. "It's always the
wild card. I just don't know how
it's gonna go down. It adds an in
teresting visual component to the
show. Sometimes it's aggressive,
chaotic and insane...The tour man
ager sits down with security and
gives them a loose game plan."
But the game plan varies de
pending on the venue. "A small
more intimate venue can be a
magical experience if everyone's
on the same page, if everyone's
hanging out.
The audience can feel like
they're in the band. You get lost
in the moment. A festival can tran

scend the need for the intimacy."
The major difference between
small venues and music festivals
is the process of getting fans on
stage. At a small venue they can
storm the stage on their own. At a
festival, security prefers the fans
to be recruited beforehand.
"I like to push for spontane
ity," Gillis said. "I don't want it be
some kind of VIP club."
Outside of the stage situation,
festivals are still something Gillis
looks forward to. "You don't get
to do that everyday. Playing Lollapalooza last summer was one of
my favorite shows. I had woken up
two hours earlier and I wasn't sure
if people were gonna be fired up in
the afternoon. I had a lot of friends
there and it was a massive body. In
that sort of environment it can be
something entirely different than a
club show. I felt like I had a legit
draw...I felt like I had arrived on
the festival scene."
Girl Talk's shows are what
make him memorable. Thus the
question still remains: why did
Girl Talk cancel his scheduled
USD appearance?
"I do as much as physically
possible," Gillis said. "I'm down
for any type of show if the offer's
legit and there's a fanbase there.

I'm not really sure what happened
with that."
Associated Student's concert
director, Tom Nash, tells a differ
ent story:
"Our original
agreement
called for a barricade between him
and the audience. Quentin from
Public Safety absolutely required
this to approve the show and we
need Public Safety's approval to
do a show. Months later, after I
started word of mouth marketing,
Girl Talk decides he isn't 'com
fortable with performing at USD'
because he thinks it isn't going to
be an authentic GT show."
Nash also said that Gillis was
concerned that the contract USD
presented to him required him to
play a Catholic-friendly show,
though the real issue was the of
fensive language contained in
some of the songs he samples.
Although Girl Talk suppos
edly dissed USD, he remains to be
a musician with a large (and grow
ing) fan base. He recently played
Coachella and will continue to
play festivals and shows through
out the summer.
Check out his tour schedule
on his MySpace page at myspace.
com/girltalk.
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Norwegian duo Royksopp chats with The Vista
AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITFR

The dynamic Norwegian
duo of Svein Berge and Torbj0rn
Brundtland (known to the music
scene as Royksopp) has done it
again. Their third album, "Junior,"
was released in late March to
great critical acclaim. Preced
ing "Junior" are Royksopp's two
other hit albums, 200l's "Melody
A.M." and 2005's "The Under
standing."
Despite the near double-digit
time difference, Brundtland made
time to chat with The Vista on
where his band is now, where it
has been and where it's going. He
and Berge met as children, and
have "pretty much been friends
our whole lives," Brundtland said.
The duo started making music
around 1998, but didn't officially
become Royksopp until 2001.
Brundtland recognizes the
name Royksopp "is so over the
top, I mean there are two drug
references within the name...it's
quite ridiculous, really, and that's
why it fits. We seem to like things
that are over the top."

The two came up with the
name a few weeks after a session
in the recording studio, when they
absently named a semi-distorted
bass line for its dramatic qual
ity. "You know, we just needed
a name to save the file under,"
Brundtland said, "so we made up
a funny name, and when it came
time to name our musical project
it came back up. We just thought,
'To hell with it.'"
The name seemed to fit Royk
sopp's attitude, and despite how

difficult it is to pronounce, was
soon buzzing all over the music
industry.
"An English dude, a critic or
something, once told me that it re
minded him of some wild, secret,
unknown place," Brundtland said.
"J thought that was pretty cool,
and it's an interesting way to think
of our music; as an escape to some
unknown place."
Although "Junior" was just
released, Brundtland is already
amped on their new, and nearly

finished project entitled "Senior."
Brundtland promises that
this new album will be something
different for Royksopp, a change
from the synth-heavy electronic
music of the group's past.
"This is something we'd like
to play some outdoor gigs for,
with people sitting on the grass,
barbecuing and the like. That's
something we dream of," Brundt
land said.
But for now, Royksopp will
continue playing shows at night

clubs around Europe. For anyone
looking for a quick, free taste of
Royksopp the duo released a new
track titled "Happy Birthday," in
celebration of the band's birth
day (Dec. 15), available as a free
download on their website Royk
sopp .com. If you like that, consid
er purchasing "Junior," an album
which, according to Billboard,
is a "remarkable, energetic mas
terpiece sure to please the loyal
Royksopp fans that might not yet
be familiar with the group."

USD hosts Dashboard Confessional at Sunday's Alcala Music Festival
Guitarist of the hit band talks with The Vista's Ashley McLean about the
upcoming show, their new CD, and the definition of a Torero
ASHLEY MCLEAN

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Their MTV unplugged CD
went platinum, they've had two
CDs hit No. 2 on the Billboard
charts, and this Sunday, Dashboard
Confessional will be playing live
in the Jenny Craig Pavilion for the
Alcala Music Festival. The band
consists of four members: Chris
Carrabba (vocals and guitar), John
Lefler (guitar), Scott Schoenbeck
(bass) and Mike Marsh (drums).
The Vista had a phone interview
with Lefler to find out about their
new album, the upcoming concert
and what he knows about Toreros.
The Vista: So where are you
now?
John Lefler: I am currently in
Boca Raton, Florida. We're re
cording. We're finishing our new
record down in Miami area. It
might be the last recording day,
we'll see. We've been working
on it last year and this year...we
have plenty of material now. We
enjoy being in the studio, but we
also enjoy releasing [CDs] to the
public.
V: Has anything really funny hap
pened in the studio?
JL: I don't know when it's not fun.
I like to keep it pretty loose. Ev
eryone has their favorite YouTube
clips. That's kinda our end of the
day reward. There's so much sil
liness in the whole day that some
might find it hard to get things
done. But we try to keep it loose,
and I think we do that.
V: How will this CD differ from
past ones like "The Shade of
Poison Trees" and "Dusk and
Summer"?

JL: We're gonna evolve in certain
ways, I hope it will be better. We're
at a different place. We've played
together since early '02. Hopefully
this leads to better, more cohesive
music, and hopefully that's the
case with this one. I don't think
there's any huge stylistic differ
ence. It's a great step forward for
us, and we're excited for everyone
to hear it.
V: When can we expect the new
CD to be released?
JL: It's hard to say. If we finished
it today, it might still be five
months. I'm looking forward to
late summer. That's optimistic I
think because there's a lot of steps
in between now and then.
V: Do you have an album title?
JL: I think Chris has some ideas.
We haven't discussed it. It's top
secret. There's a number of songs
that are good contenders, so it de
pends on which songs we decide
and how the title fits into there.
V: Will you be playing any new
songs during the concert at USD?
JL: It's possible. Sometimes we
try to keep a lid on it. A lot of these
we've just played in the studio for
a few times. We want to do a full
rehearsal and present it that way.
There might be one song we might
sneak out. Come to the show is all
I can say. Find out.
V: What's your favorite song to
play?
JL: I think we all have our favor
ites. I always like doing a song
called "For You To Notice." We
all enjoy playing "Remember to
Breathe" cause there's a lot of
improv. Who knows? One night
it might be "Vindicated." There's
a song called "Carve Your Heart

Out Yourself' that I really like.
We don't do it live much though.
There's only so much room in the
set time.
V: I know you played in San
Diego last fall during the Rock
Band Live Tour. How many times
have you performed here?
JL: San Diego? I remember play
ing there at Canes in 2002. We ac
tually rehearsed for the Rock Band
Tour in San Diego. We stayed in
the Gaslamp. I love that area. I
took a vacation there a month or
two ago. We play there at least a
couple times a year.
V: Our mascot is a Torero. Most
people don't know what that is.
Any guesses?
JL: I am one of those people. A
Torero? Let me think. It sounds
like a Mexican dog.
V: It's a bullfighter.
JL: I guess Torero rolls off the
tongue better. Sounds dangerous.
Maybe if all things go well at
the show, we can call the album
"Torero." We'll have to see how
that goes.
V: It's been 10 years since Dash
board Confessional was formed.
Any celebration plans?
JL: Is this the anniversary? Wow,
I guess your right. We can cel
ebrate in San Diego. You'll have
to remind us though (laughing).
What's the proper gift for guys? 1
need to know what to get them.
V: What do you want USD to
know before you perform?
JL: If you've seen us before, come
again. If you haven't, come check
us out. It's our anniversary show.
It's bound to be a splendid time for
all. After several colleges, we'll be

Dashboard Confessional will be performing Sunday at 5 p.m.

warmed up and ready to play. So
we'll be on our A game. I like to
let the music do the talking. We're
all looking forward to being there.

Dashboard Confessional plays
during the Alcala Music Festival
this Sunday, April 26 at 5 p.m.
Recommended song downloads:
"Hands Down" and "Stolen."
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DJ Diplo plays Mission Beach Friday
LORI MILLSLAGLE

"Swoon"
Silversun Pickups
Apparently I was living
under a rock for part of 2006 and
most of 2007, as I've never heard
of Silversun Pickups, and when I
mention this fact to anyone that
has, they assert the aforemen
tioned hypothesis.
"You haven't heard them?
They're like the new Smashing
Pumpkins!"
"Calm down, I get it, they're
awesome," I say to them, as I
inch further towards the door.
Ever the one to succumb to
peer pressure, today I review for
you the sophomore effort of Sil
versun Pickups.
The music of Silversun Pick
ups, when not being compared to
the Smashing Pumpkins, is usu
ally thrown into the classification
of shoegaze. While their music
is distorted, messy and dreamy
at times, it is far from shoegaze.
The vocals of Brian Aubert,
albeit hazy and a tad feminine, is
far too clear and could better be
classified as dream pop.
That being said, "Swoon"
is dim, not dark, hazy or opaque
and generally a half-baked
album. Not to say it's bad, but the
music seems to reach somewhere
and not quite make it. The album
doesn't seem to be completely
cohesive as a whole, similar to an
assorted dozen donuts. While the
tracks are all tracks that sound
similar, some have sprinkles
while others have chocolate, and
they aren't connected to each
other, besides the fact they're
donuts.
Criticisms aside, the album
is enjoyable to listen to and their
first single, "Panic Switch," is
a catchy teaser for those new to
the ways of Silversun. Standout
tracks include the enigmatic
"Growing Old is Getting Old,"
"Sort Of' and the opening track
"There's No Secrets This Year."
The music maintains a serious
nature throughout the album,
while also maintaining a sound
that feels like wisps of smoke
entering your ears into your
dreams. Seriously.
"Swoon" is overall a wellconstructed album. If it were
being scored on the SATs, it'd
fall into the 90th percentile.
"Swoon" is a nice retro-esque yet
refreshing album to listen to on a
rainy afternoon. The music isn't
necessarily ground-breaking, but
neither is a California burrito.
But in the same way that Cali
fornia burritos are a nice way to
pass the time, "Swoon" does the
same.
If you have any suggestions
for albums for me to review, feel
free to email me at pcho@usdvista.com.

STAFF WRITFR

Diplo, as defined by loripedia:
The best DJ ever!
I accidentally stumbled (liter
ally) over to Diplo's set at Street
Scene and since then have become
a believer. His pretty boy looks
and prodigious ability to mix
danceable beats make him my
DJ of choice. Since Street Scene,
1 was lucky enough to see him a
second time on New Year's eve.
This time 1 was ready.
He came onto the stage
calmly and quietly as if he was a
tech guy testing equipment. With
his sleeves rolled up, just giving
his fans a small glimpse of the diplodocus dinosaur, his namesake,
tattooed on his inner forearm, he
quickly switched from MacBook
to turntable, mixing up a storm of
stupor-inducing funk.
This Friday will be my third
time seeing Diplo, and I'm hoping
that this will be the time that he
asks me to become his bff.
Aside from stealing my mu
sical heart, Diplo, also know as
Thomas Wesley Pentz, is an in
credibly accomplished, dinosaurloving musician, song-writer
and producer. His ability to mix
existing dance hits with unknown

artists make his electronic infused
hip hop fresh and familiar at the
same time.
Often credited with bringing
M.I.A. to the spotlight, his ear for
finding new music is being utilized
by Mad Decent, his record label
where he has signed party music

makers from as far away as Italy,
Brazil and Africa.
When he's not producing and
DJing as Diplo, this ghetto-sance
man is working with DJ Low
Budget making jams under the
name Hollertronix.
As the King Midas of musi

cians, anything Diplo has been
involved in is golden. You'll be
doing yourself a favor by going
to his MySpace and giving him a
listen. Or better yet, come check
out Diplo with me this Friday at
Canes Bar and Grill at Mission
Beach. It will change your life.

"Rebelution" fails to float the boat in
Mission Beach
SERGE SEPLOVICH

STAFF WRITER

Wave House in Mission
Beach capped off its annual ALT
games competition with a free
concert featuring the popular
California reggae group Rebelu
tion. The concert attracted an
enormous crowd, transforming an
already overcrowded beach into a
teeming sea of people.
While walking down the
boardwalk to Wave House, I re
alized I had underestimated just
how many people love the word
free, especially in this economy.
People of all ages were scram
bling to find the quickest way into
Wave House. I was greeted upon
arrival with a line that was almost
long enough to discourage me
from attempting entry. Almost.
I walked around with my

buddies as we scoped out the
scene. Our chances of getting in
were looking bleak. "Looks like
another night at the bars for us,"
one friend said. We all sighed.
As if to answer our prayers,
a 21 and over line began to form
before our very eyes. We quickly
slid into the line, which was
still relatively short. With about
one hour left until the band was
scheduled to go on, we knew we
were golden.
The beachside venue featured
sandy floors with tiki torches be
tween the small bungalow bars.
The concert was jam packed,
mostly with stumbling, slurring
and cross-eyed college students
ravaging the understaffed bars
like vultures.
The nine p.m. scheduled
start came and went, but no one
seemed to notice right away. The

more time dragged however, the
more restless the crowd became.
After 10, people began booing
and shouting obscenities to the
techies on the stage. Before long,
my frustrations got the best of me
and I couldn't help but join in on
the shout-fest. The shouts contin
ued until Rebelution finally made
it on stage.
As if the late start was not
bad enough, the band experienced
technical difficulties during the
middle of the opening song. Half
way through, the sound to the
lead singer's microphone cut out.
The band did a good job of im
provising during this microphone
mishap and it was smooth sailing
from there, until they experienced
the same problem at the end of
the show. Nonetheless, the Rasta
group from Santa Barbara was
not deterred from putting on a

high-octane show.
After a rocky start, the band
settled in and quickly captured
the audience's attention by groov
ing around the stage while belting
out the words and shredding the
guitar. The lead singer's energy
was contagious and it was quite
apparent that the entire crowd
was engrossed (and thoroughly
intoxicated). You couldn't help
but sway with beat of this feel
good music.
The reggae tunes resonated a
mellow mood that casted a spell
on its listeners and did not wear
off until the end, when the crowd
erupted during the last song of
the encore. All the energy pent
up from this mesmerizing perfor
mance was released and the warm
night air was filled with a reggae
lullaby sung by its drunken beach
choir.

is your least favorite song?

"Swagger Like Us" by Tl ft. Kanye,

"Snow" by the Red Hot Chili

Jay Z, Lil Wayne

Peppers

"Beautiful Girls" by Sean Kingston

"Single Ladies" by Beyonce

Steve Posa 112

Dave Armstrong 112

Dana Flack 110

Julian Manos ' 11

Nursing Major

Broadcasting Major

Communications Major

Biology Major
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Fashion Weekly

Up and coming Los
Angeles Designers
Andy Warhol -once said,
"In the future everybody will be
famous for 15 minutes." I think
he would be happy to know his
Utopian dream has been realized
in Los Angeles. It seems everyone
in L.A. is a little bit famous, or
at least used to be. Even the guy
at Jamba Juice is too sexy for his
visor. L.A. is a Mecca for those
devoted to one day seeing their
name in marquee lights, and for

LORI MILLSLAGLE
STAFF WRITFR

those whose bright lights have
started to fade. You never know
who you might see walking down
the street or when you might get
discovered. So it's no wonder L.A.
has a fashion style all it's own, be
cause as Coco Chanel says, "It's
best to be as pretty as possible for
destiny!"
L.A. gets the gold star for
fronting the revival of the Ray
Ban's Wayfarer and reappropriating flannel to an eternally 70
degree climate. But this suburban
sprawl city can do more than just
remix the classics (unlike Kanye
West); it produces the classics of
the future. The city's indetermi
nately disposable attitude means
constant circulation, production,
and freshness of styles and design
ers.
Let me preface the rest of this
article with the fact that I am not
from L.A., so the nuances of Los
Angeles' boroughs are completely
lost on me. To be perfectly honest
L.A. kind of terrifies me. It's like
someone took one of the United

State's great cities and stepped on
it. Everything is three stories tall
or less and goes on for miles and
miles. That being said, I approach
L.A. with an ethnographic attitude;
as a truly interested outsider.
People from L.A. have some
thing figured out that I don't.
They can wear hangover hair all
day and not look like they are
doing the walk of shame down the
promenade, and they make even
your grandma's clothes look cool
if paired with a big pair of sunnies and boots. There are certain
things that are pivotal to L.A.'s
style identity and each of them is
reflected at fashion brand Whitley
Kros.
Marissa Ribisi and Sophia
Coloma, who run the brand, have
created a fictional entity as the
lady they design for, the brand
ultimately baring her name after
the first spring collection. They
design for her travels, the destina
tions changing with each season
and show. Elle magazine describes
them as "indie-pop fashion" and

the headbands, colored skinny
jeans, leggings and loose tank tops
are in agreement. Yet Whitley Kros
steers clear of meta-fashion cli
ches, producing garments known
for their fit and wearability.
Spring 2009 featured Africanesque geometric prints in deep
jewel tones, and casual shorts cut
similarly to vintage track shorts,
high-waisted tailored shorts and
slouchy
muted
tank-dresses.
Their entire collection is available
online, and comes complete with a
snappy electro playlist free of any
sirens or dogs barking while you
shop.
Whitley Kros was recently
named one of "Forbes Ten Undis
covered Designers on The Rise,"
and they have been featured in
countless magazines as the pin
nacle of the "L.A. way." My nonnative self still isn't quite sure
what that means exactly, but if it's
coming dressed in Whitley Kros,
I'm going to like it. I wonder how
much the muse of pure inspiration
costs for a party appearance?

I left "Adventureland" with a
sense of belonging and that every
thing would be fine. The film was
able to capture exactly how I felt
and gave me characters to identify
with.
On the surface it is about how
James Brennan, played by Jesse
Eisenberg, works at a theme park
to earn money to pay for gradu
ate school. His literary degree
is wasted as he spends his days
cleaning up puke and doing the
work of "pathetic lazy morons" as
his friend Joel, played by Martin
Starr, describes the job.
But "Adventureland" was
more than a demeaning summer
job. It took hold of all the struggles
and the confusions that our genera
tion is dealing with right now and
made it into a honest observation
of the frightening realization that
childhood is over. It showed our
next segment of life, the final step
before taking the plunge into the
dark abyss of the "real world."
The most striking part of the
movie was James' relationship

with his parents. Eisenberg does
an excellent job showing the feel
ing of disconnect. His parents,
who were very encouraging of
James' ambitions, began back ped
aling and advising him to be more
practical when his dad received a
paycut.
In addition to Eisenberg's
spot on performance of the in
telligent sensitive type, Kristin
Stewart blew me away as Em,
the malcontent bombshell dealing
with the recent loss of her mother.
The relationships that she pursues
in attempt to cope leave her more
alone and confused.
Not only was "Adventure
land" an authentic coming of age
film, its soundtrack was superb.
When I heard the opening track,
"Bastards of Young" by the Re
placements, I knew I was in for a
real musical treat, but little did I
know that they had the mixtapes
of my childhood.
When Jesus and the Mary
Chain came on in the background,
I actually looked around the the

ater to see if anyone was as stoked
as I was.

"ADVENTURELAND"
FRIDAY SHOWTIMES
AMC Fashion Valley 18
7037 Friars Road
619-558-2262
10:30 a.m.
4:10 p.m.
10 p.m.
United Artists Horton Plaza
475 Horton Plaza
619-234-4661
12:35 p.m.
3 p.m.
5:25 p.m.
7:55 p.m.
10:25 p.m.

TV shows to anticipate this season
PETER CHO
MANAGING FDITOR

Spring brings us flowers, nice
weather and a whole slew of new
series premieres, most of which
will probably not survive beyond
the summer. Ranging from re
hashed cop dramas to revivals of
'90s dramedies about the god of
love, the networks use the midseason as a test-bed for their tentative
shows which might blossom into
hits or wilt like NBC's "Quarterlife" (A MySpace show, really?).
April brought two new cop
shows to our television screens,
"Southland" (NBC) and "The
Unusuals" (ABC). "Southland"
is a cop drama starring Benjamin
McKenzie, better known to most
of our age cohort as Ryan Atwood
from "The O.C." "Southland"
manages to be gritty, raw and edgy
in a genre flooded with shows that
fail to differentiate from one an
other.
"The Unusuals" focuses less
on the drama of the job, and more
on the people and their quirks. It
follows a cop as she adjusts to her
new job on a homicide squad, and
her interactions with the people

within. Of the two shows, I see
more promise in "The Unusu
als," which has witty dialogue
and smartly balances tragedy with
comedy.
Elsewhere on ABC we have
"Surviving Suburbia," "Cupid"
and "Better Off Ted." I won't
bother writing about the first two,
and will instead present a ques
tion. Why is it so hard for ABC to
find good programming?
"Better Off Ted" is a sitcom
that follows the day of Ted, who
works in research and develop
ment at Veridian Dynamics, a
sometimes-shady company that
does things ranging from cryogenically freezing its employees
to creating synthetic meat for the
mass market. The overall vibe
of the show is reminiscent of
"Arrested Development" with
odd-ball characters and awkward
situations, and even features "Ar
rested" alumna Portia de Rossi.
The one thing Em afraid of is that
it might be "too funny," and follow
in "Arrested's" footsteps.
On a network most people
didn't know still existed (Starz),
"Party Down" is a satirical explo
ration into the lives of six waiters
(actors and writers in rough patches

NBC's newest show, "Parks and Recreation," starring Amy Poehler.

actually), as they work for a cater
ing company in Los Angeles. The
characters range from struggling
actors or comedians to washed
up has-beens who are "taking a
break" or "paying the bills," while
pursuing their dreams. Rather than
being a pity party, "Party Down"
manages to bring humor to an oth
erwise bitter situation, with witty
dialogue and plenty of sarcasm.

Other notable premieres this
midseason include "Parks and
Recreation" (the jury is still out
on this one), "Kings" (has been
moved to a Saturday slot, which
means bye-bye) and "Late Night
with Jimmy Fallon." Here's to
hoping that the networks renew
the good shows and cut the bad
ones. Here's to knowing that the
exact opposite will happen.

ERIN HERNANDEZ
STAFF WRITER

"Fool"

Christopher Moore
The Fool: a highly fascinat
ing and underappreciated literary
figure, I have always thought. A
character who managed to survive
the volatile chaos of the stage of
"King Lear," who never before has
been identified. Not until Christo
pher Moore took it upon himself
to relate the tale of the Fool of
William Shakespeare's tragedy
"King Lear."
The Fool, who often disguises
his own worth through words of
doublespeak, cloaking wise advice
as jokes, now gets the chance to
share his side of the story.
Abandoned as an infant at
an abbey, the nuns gave the name
Pocket to the boy that would one
day become the Fool, as we know
him, for the fact that he had once
been small enough to carry around
in the pocket of the abbess.
He was given to the abbey as
"God's special child" because his
suspected mother, the local mad
woman who drowned, was clearly
"touched by God," as Mother
Basil once told him. His education
supervised by the nuns prepared
him for when he would one day
take religious vows himself. How
ever, that day never came after the
Bishop of York discovered that
he was having improper relations
with the anchoress and was thus
sentenced to hang.
Pocket managed to escape
that hanging, but it seems that
he has constantly lived with the
threat of death by the noose ever
since then. Once a member of
King Lear's court, he angers the
princesses Goneril and Regan, the
steward Oswald, Edmund the bas
tard, most of the nobles - well it's
obvious why he receives so many
death threats.
Moore creates a lively and
rambunctious
character
who
cannot stay out of trouble. His
nonsensical display of clown
ish behavior is not just for show.
Pocket's life is full of absurdity
and ridiculousness, even offstage.
The writer will insert jokes both
bawdy and lewd where he feels
necessary, which is anywhere and
everywhere, including the foot
notes. Moore details the Fool's
dealings with a very enraged and
homicidal Edmund, his interac
tions with a princess too curious
for her own good and his encoun
ters with the supernatural, all mo
ments that inspire hilarity.
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An interview with Steve Lopez about his latest film
Steve Lopez talks to college journalists about Skid Row, his
inspiration for "The Soloist"

Cafe 222
It is ironic that it is my senior
year and I am still discovering
many great places to eat within San
Diego. This week's column led me
to downtown's residential district,
which is next to the Gaslamp
Quarter and across the street from
the San Diego Convention Center.
I have passed Cafe 222 on numer
ous occasions throughout my four
years at USD but never had the
opportunity to try it. So this past
week out on a field trip with my
art history class I decided to skip
out a bit early and meet friends for
lunch.
I was glad that I bailed on
class because Cafe 222 is abso
lutely fantastic. With their wide
variety of breakfast and lunch
food available, you will surely be
satisfied. The ham panini is deli
cious and the portions are pretty
big so you will most likely be
able to take the rest home. Their
lunch menu comes with the option
of a Caesar or chopped Salad. I
would recommend going with the
chopped salad, which is a mixture
of fruits and vegetables tossed in a
creamy garlic dressing.
Both of my friends ordered
from the breakfast menu, which
was equally appetizing. Their
diced ham and Swiss cheese, and
spinach and Swiss cheese were
delicious. And for those of you
daring enough, they serve green
eggs and spam, a local favorite.
All breakfasts are served with
taters and toast.
Cafe 222 has been a San
Diego favorite since 1991, when
creator and executive chef Terryl
Gavre decided to create a kitchen
and dining space as eclectic and
innovative as her. The dining area
is modem and chic and utilizes its
location on the comer of Second
Avenue and Island Avenue to its
advantage. With windows making
up a majority of the walls of the
restaurant, Cafe 222 makes for a
great place to people watch or just
hang out with friends. The cafe has
both indoor and outdoor seating
for those sunny San Diego days.
The only potential downfall
of Cafe 222 is that since it is fairly
small, waiting for a table is almost
always a given. But if you are
willing to wait then you will not
be disappointed. Cafe 222 makes
the cut.
Who: Cafe 222
Where: 222 Island Avenue, 92101
619-236-9902
When: Mon-Sun 7 a.m. -1:45 p.m.
Online: cafe222.com
Phone: 619.236.9902

JUSTINE MARZONI

STAFF WRITFR

Journalist Steve Lopez met
Nathaniel Ayers on the streets of
Los Angeles' Skid Row in 2005.
Ayers' amazing story and soul
ful violin playing inspired Lopez
to feature him in his column in
the L.A. Times and to eventually
write a book about their experi
ences together.
Tomorrow, Lopez's story
will touch an even wider audi
ence as it is told in the film "The
Soloist," starring Robert Downey
Jr. and Jamie Foxx. In a recent
interview with college students,
Lopez gave insight to how he dis
covered Ayers, why he believed in
his compelling story and how his
column has helped to bring aware
ness to the issue of homelessness
in Los Angeles.
Q: What was it about Nathaniel
that first inspired you to write your
column?
Steve Lopez: To be honest, it was
not anything other than my own
selfish desperation to get another
column. I didn't think, "Oh there
is a guy I can help" or "maybe this
guy needs a break." I thought, "I
gotta write another column and
here's a guy who's clearly living
out of a shopping cart, playing a
violin pretty well even though it is
missing two strings." The obvious
question is, what's his story? All I
was determined to do was to get
that story, but some of the things

that made him a good subject were
the circumstances out there...
When I saw him scratching names
on the sidewalk and I asked who
they were and he said those were
his classmates at Juilliard, that's
when I knew 1 had a column...It
was pretty obvious that this would
make a good story.
Q: What did you discover about
yourself through this relationship
with Mr. Ayers?
SL: So much, so much. One of the
things I found so captivating about
Mr. Ayers was that most people
would look at him and see a bum,
most people would look right past
him and not even make any kind
of judgment about it, and I've been
guilty of that with the thousands of
people that I've walked past too.
When I got to know the man, I
became captivated by the passion
and the idea that, despite his un
lucky break, to have his career go
off a cliff when he was ready to
take off, he was happier in some
ways than most people. It was all
about having found his purpose in
life and having found his passion.
And I don't know a lot of people
in the world that ever find that.
Q: Do you feel that the situation
in Skid Row has improved since
you wrote your series of columns
on it?
SL: Well there is no question that
Skid Row is a completely different
place than it was when I met Na
thaniel four years ago. There is no
question that far fewer people are

Actor Robert Downey Jr. (left) confers with real-life L.A. Times col
umnist Steve Lopez (right) behind-the-scenes on "The Soloist."

living on the streets. The question
though is "where did those other
people go?" and it's also obvious
that some of them got into hous
ing, because I think one of the
points that I have been trying to
make since this adventure began
four years ago was that it's not
as if we don't know what works
to help people, especially those
with mental illness, to get off the
streets. The problem is that we

just haven't made a commitment
to what does work and you know
that is something called permanent
supportive housing. And there has
been a lot more and there is more
in the pipeline since Nathaniel's
story put a spotlight on all of these
issues.. .There have been some im
provements, and we need more.
"The Soloist" hits theaters tomor
row, April 24.

SAN DIEGO

April 23
J Holiday
8 p.m. 18+Cost TBA
Belo, 919 Fourth Avenue
An Evening with Hot Tuna
8 p.m. 21+ $25/Adv, $27/DOS
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com
Blood on the Dance Floor w/ Metroid
9 p.m. 21+$5
BoarCross'n, 390 Grand Avenue
eventful.com
Canes & PolyUnderground Present Ooklah The Moc,
Mystic Roots Band, Psydecar, Hi Roots,
8 p.m. 21+$15
Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com
Queensryche
8 p.m. 21+$39.50-$72.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

April 24
Charity Eco-Fashion Show feat. Project Trashion
7 p.m. Cost TBA
The Green designs of students are presented.
The Loft at UCSD
Diplo, Jokers of the Scene, DJ Mr. Biggs
9 p.m. 21+$20
Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com

Honor Society with KSM, Ruby Summer & Frankie J
7:30 p.m. All Ages, $12.50 - $17.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com
*

The Devil Wears Prada, A Day To Remember, Sky
Eats Airplane, Emarosa
6:30 p.m. All Ages, $15/Adv
Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard
somasandiego.com

April 25
Skanic,The Upbeat and Bredren
9 p.m. 21+ $10/Adv, $12/DOS
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com
Panteon Rococo with Skalavera, Cabeza de Gallo,
and Quinto Sol
8 p.m. All Ages, $27 - $30
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com
Protest The Hero with Misery Signals, The Number
12 Looks Like You, Scale The Summit
6:30 p.m. All Ages, $13/Adv
Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard
somasandiego.com

April 26
The Alcala Music Festival featuring Dashboard Con
fessional, Early States, Get Back Loretta, The Dimes
and The New Archaic
5 - 9 p.m. $10; $20/grad/fac/alumni; $25/gen
Jenny Craig Pavilion
sandiego.edu/weekends

Ximena Sarinana
8 p.m. $22.50-$25
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

April 28
Crohn's Foundation Benefit w/ Republic of Letters,
Astra Kelly, Hotel St. George, Runway and DJ Leif
8 p.m. 21+$10
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com
Thao with the Get Down Stay Down
8 p.m. 21+ $10
The Loft Bar, 3610 Fifth Avenue
eventful.com

April 29
Company of Thieves with Wendy Darling
8 p.m. 21+ $6
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave
bellyup.com
Rick Ortiz Presents Noches Rockeras
8 p.m. 21+$12.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com
Death CabforCutie
8 p.m. All Ages, $35
Rimac Arena (UCSD), 9500 Gilman Drive
ucsd.edu

If there is anything you would like to add to the calen
dar,please contact MKastner@usdvista.cdm.
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Kathleen Fitzgerald: Interaktion
Sparked by USD religion course The Problem of God, Fitzgerald explores existentialist themes
in her senior thesis art exhibtion
OLIVIA BURD
STAFF WRITFR

I walk into the Sacred Heart
Gallery, and I find a pile of bricks
in the right corner of the room. A
couple bricks are placed on stools,
one vertical and one horizontal.
These objects are not stationary; 1
could move them, and it would still
be art. It's Interaktion, the senior
thesis project of Kathleen Fitzger
ald. It's photography, graphic art
and architecture in an unexpected
display of creative expression.
"Interaktion is an attempt to
create a welcoming environment
that encourages the viewer to visu
ally, emotionally and intellectually
interact with my art," Fitzgerald
said. The visual arts major wants
to allow a "more personalized
interaction by physically holding
some of the pieces and actually re
arranging the artwork for a closer
examination and more individual
interpretation."
The setting is more informal,
unlike the "stand back; don't
touch" atmosphere of formal art
galleries. I could move the props,
sit on a couch or flip through the
negatives. "I want everyone to
feel more connected and as if they
enjoyed an experience rather than
a viewing."
The idea for her project was
actually sparked by a USD reli
gion course, The Problem of God.
"In studying the subject of Christi

anity and existentialism, I learned
about modern artists who, through
their work, try to figure out what
it's like to be an individual in the
world community," Fitzgerald
said.
She hits on subjects in the
world community recently, such
as post-Katrina New Orleans in a
picture collage and health issues
in her graphic art. Look out for
the McDonald's fry piece that
says "One fry. One handful. One
Mouthful."
The piecesselected by Fitzger
ald for the exhibition explore
everyday existentialist themes
such as solitude, loneliness, re
lationships, identity and change.
The intent of her exhibition, she
says, is "an interaction between
the viewer and my art that results
in an increased awareness of the
humanity around us."
The quotes and poems in her
graphic art particularly struck me.
"The Melancholy Death of Oyster
Boy," a Tim Burton poem, is dark
and bizarre, but her images bring
out its eerie quality. Her portrait
studies are very raw, her land
scape explorations explode with
color and her photo documenta
tion of her architectural model is
based on a personal translation of
classical music. A quote in one of
her graphic pieces poignantly cap
tures the importance of her work.
It says, "In our world we sleep and
eat the image and pray to it and
wear it too."
Her goal is a visual interac

IW11 LLC.IN N I ZOLKrtLU

A portrait of a hurricane Katrina victim from Fitzgerald's senior thesis art exhibition, showing through
tomorrow, Friday April 24.
tion between the viewer and her
work that leads to changed or new
perspectives and heightened social
awareness.
Interaktion continues through

Friday, April 24 at the Sacred
Heart Gallery in the Visual Art
Center (room 120 at the back of
the Camino/Founders courtyard).
A gallery reception will be held on

Friday from 6 to 8 pm. The exhibi
tion and the reception are free and
open to the public. Gallery hours
are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

1 Month FREE!
Ask for details! Offer valid at Hotel Circle and Fashion Valley locations only. For new renters only.
On select units while supplies last. Cannot be combined with other discounts or offers. Expires 5/31/09.
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accepted, automatic payments by credit
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Hotel Circle
2245 Hotel Circle South

619-295-5255

• Boxes and moving supplies

Office Hours: 9-6 M-F & 9-5 S-S
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3 FREE Boxes!

BENEFIT SIEEPOUT

at the Hotel Circle or Fashion Valley locations.
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SLEEPLESS SAN DIEGO

Present this coupon for 3 FREE small boxes

For USD students only.
No purchase or rental
necessary. Expires 5/31/09.
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TO SOMINS CHRONIC HOPELESSNESS.

Fashion Valley
1501 Frazee Road

F r o m : May 2nd, 3:00 pm
T o : May 3rd, 8:00 am
At: Liberty Station, Point Loma

To participate, or sponsor a Sleeper, contact us

619-296-5200

Reserve Your Space Today!

• Live music and entertainment
• Sleepless Expo
• Interactive games and activities

(866) 736-4774 or sleepless@sdrescue.org
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RESCUE

MISSION

www.sleeplesssandiego.org
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RAY AYALA

SPORTS

Josh Johnson's NFL future up for debate

SPORTS EDITOR

V*

Do not drink
and drive
Although it has been a
couple of weeks, there is a topic
in baseball that needs to be dis
cussed.
After pitching a great game
on April 9, Nick Adenhart was
driving with friends and family
in a vehicle when a drunk driver
hit his car. Adenhart was killed
instantly in the crash along with
two others. One person escaped
the crash alive, but with serious
injuries. The entire Angels com
munity was crushed the next
morning, and the Angels decided
to cancel that day's game.
The guilty party was a
22-year-old man named Andrew
Gallo, who had previously re
ceived a DUI and in a written
agreement with law enforcement
recognized the need to curb his
drinking. He also agreed that if
he caused a death by DUI, that
he would be charged with murder
and not involuntary manslaugh
ter. Gallo should have the book
thrown at him and his parents
should also be blamed for allow
ing him to drive the vehicle that
killed Adenhart.
Adenhart was the Angels
No. 1 pitching prospect in the
minor leagues, and he was a
player that was highly touted out
of high school, until he suffered
a setback in his career when he
needed arm surgery. After he was
drafted by the Anaheim Angs,
Adenhardt took a year to recover
from his surgery and then the
following year he showed the
Angels why he was worthy of
being a top prospect.
Drinking and driving is a
problem that has grown into an
epidemic in America. Every
week drivers get pulled over
after having too many drinks and
get slapped with the cold hard
reality of what a DUI is all about.
The laws for DUIs in this country
seem strict, but obviously they
are in need of improvement. I
think it is important that we make
the laws even more strict.
Athletes themselves are not
exempt from this type of action.
Cleveland Browns' wide receiver
Donte Stallworth was recently
pulled over after he killed a man
while driving his Bentley at six
in the morning. Field sobriety
tests showed that Stallworth was
driving at nearly double the legal
limit when he killed the pedes
trian. Just like Gallo, Stallworth
deserves to get a harsh punish
ment as well. Athletes should be
held to a higher standard, because
they have enough money to hire
a driver.
As a society we need to start
being more responsible, and ath
letes are just a couple of the faces
that are affected by DUIs. Moth
ers Against Drunk Driving is just
one group that is trying to bring
attention to this epidemic which
takes lives on a daily basis. How
many more DUI-related deaths is
it going to take before there are
stricter laws?
Adenhart did not deserve to
have his brilliant career ended by
a drunk driver.

Sports Editor: Ray Ayala
Asst. Sports Editor: Eric Ebner
rayala@usdvista.com

RYAN SIDHOO

STAFF WRITFR

In the 2008 NFL Draft, To
reros quarterback Josh Johnson
was selected in the fifth round by
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. The
coach of the Buccaneers at the
time was Jon Gruden who was
known as a "quarterback's coach"
and Johnson was seen as his new
project. Johnson was inactive for
all 16 regular season games as
the Bucaneers had three veteran
quarterbacks ahead of Johnson on
the depth chart: Jeff Garcia, Brian
Griese and Luke McCown.
Fast forward to 2009, the
Buccaneers fire Jon Gruden and
replace him with Raheem Morris.
Garcia is gone but Byron Leftwich
is now on the roster, making that
four quarterbacks on the depth
chart for the second year in a row.
Lucky for Johnson he is currently
the youngest on the roster. So
where does this leave Josh John
son?
Johnson and McCown have
been competing against each
other at Tampa Bay's voluntary
mini-camp this spring hoping to
impress new head coach Morris,
according to The Tampa Tribune.
Here are four hypothetical
scenarios that Johnson could face
for this upcoming season:
Scenario one: Johnson im
presses at training camp and
has an amazing pre-season. His
perfect combination of speed and
accuracy are hard for Morris to
ignore. Leftwich has been shaky
at best and cannot find his rhythm
that allowed him success as the
Jaguars' starter. The 34-year-old
Griese is too washed up and John

son outperforms McCown during
the preseason. Josh Johnson is the
starter for the 2009 Tampa Bay
Buccaneers.
Scenario two: Leftwich is that
solid veteran the Buccaneers were
hoping he was when they signed
him, and he becomes the starter.
But the coaching staff is not
completely sold on him. Johnson
and McCown battle it out to see
who will be the backup that could
replace the streaky Leftwich at
midseason.
Scenario three: Johnson beats
out one of the other quarterbacks to
remain on the active roster for the
season. He may see a few snaps or
maybe he is thrown into a "Willie
Beamin" situation that was seen in
the film "Any Given Sunday."
Scenario four: Last year
all over again: new coach, new
playbook and three veteran quar
terbacks ahead of Johnson on
the depth chart. Johnson may be
looking at being inactive again for
the whole season for the second
straight year. He may be a causal
ity of a saturated quarterback posi
tion and a new head coach who is
not as high on him as Gruden was.
Johnson ends up being traded on
draft day or does not dress for one
game.
Scenario two or three seem
the most likely but Johnson has
proven that anything is pos
sible. He was the first player to be
drafted to the NFL from USD. He
threw 40 touchdowns and only had
one interception during his senior
year. He was the offensive MVP
of the East-West Shrine Game and
was also the fastest quarterback
at last year's NFL Combine. Can
Johnson add 2009 Tampa Bucca
neers starter to that resume?

USD ATHLETICS/THE VISTA

Johnson was the Toreros' main offensive threat for years, and
hopes to recreate the same success in Tampa Bay.

Josh Johnson Career Statistics
Passer Rating: 158
Yards Passing: 9,312

Yards Rushing: 1,770
Total Touchdowns: 127

KTttlN DrtLININMIN/ I n L VIOIAA

As the fastest quarterback in the NFL Combine, Josh Johnson was selected in the fifth round by the Tampa Bay Buccaneers in 2008.
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Toreros lose two but bounce back against St. Mary's

JENNIFER MELLO
STAFF WRITFR

After dropping the series
opener to St. Mary's College,
14-4, Friday afternoon and losing
5-3 Saturday afternoon, the 24thranked University of San Diego
baseball team claimed a 9-7 win
over the Gaels to avoid a sweep.
James Meador led the way
in the 14-4 loss against the Gaels
as he went 3-for-5 with two RBI.
Sean Nicol, Meador and Steven
Chatwood led the way as they
all went 2-for-5 with Chatwood
adding in an RBI, in their 5-3 loss
on Saturday.
The Toreros improve to 25-15
overall with the win and an 8-4
record in WCC play. Meador car
ried the Toreros to a victory with
a 4-for-5 one double and two RBI
performance.
Nicol started the Toreros' of
fensive drive in the first inning.
Nicol hit a single up the middle
and advanced to second on a
ground out to second base by
Chris Engell. Meador drove in
Nicol with a RBI single to put the
Toreros on the board.
St. Mary's responded quickly
with three runs in the bottom of
the first inning to give them a
3-1 lead. The Gaels' drive started
on a Troy Channing run-scoring
double, followed by a Kyle Jensen
run-scoring triple.
USD regained the lead in the
second inning by scoring four runs
on three hits. A single through the
left side by Brian Farris started
the Toreros. Jon Hotta got on
first by a SMC fielding error and
advanced Farris to second. Bases
were loaded when Jose Valerio

was walked and Nicol drove in
Farris with a sacrifice fly to right
field. Engell and Meador drove in
the next three runs with a two-run
double and a double to right field
to take a 5-3 lead over the Gaels.
The scoring battle continues
as the Gaels regained the lead with
three runs on four hits in the second
inning. Anthony Aliotti created
momentum with a two-run single
and Channing had a RBI single to
give the Gaels a 6-5 lead.
In the top of the third inning,
USD battled back on a Nicol threerun homer. This offensive pressure
gave the Toreros an 8-6 lead.
The Toreros increased their
lead in the top of the fourth inning
on a Chatwood RBI single, bring
ing home Meador. Meador hit a
single before he was driven in to
give USD a 9-6 lead.
St. Mary's scored their last run
of the game in the fourth inning on
an Aliotto sole home run.
Meador led the Toreros of
fensively as he went 4-for-5 with
a double and one RBI. Nicol's
strong performance also helped as
he went 2-for-3 with one home run
and four RBI.
On the mound for the Toreros
was Matt Hauser, as he allowed
one run on five hits in 3.1 innings
of work. Gael pitcher Taylor Reid
was saddled with the loss, as he
allowed four runs on four hits in
three innings of work.
The baseball team played
against Cal State Fullerton on
Tuesday and lost 8-5. Chris Engell
had a solid game collecting two
RBIs and two hits.
The Toreros will return home
for a weekend series against WCC
opponent Portland on April 24.
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Tony Strazzara is congratulated by coach Rich Hill as he rounds the bases in USD's 9-7 win over UC
Irvine. The Toreros struggled during their Northern California roadtrip, as they dropped two games.

Bakersfield sweeps San Diego in doubleheader

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Freshman pitcher Kaitlin Healy had a great game against LMU on April 18, as she pitched a complete
game. Healy has been one of the most consistent pitchers this season.

CARLY STUDER
STAFF WRITFR

The Toreros lost a tough battle
against the wind and the Bakersfield Roadrunners last Wednesday.
In the doubleheader match, the
Toreros lost 5-2 and 12-3.
Jennifer Ellenbeck pitched
the entire first game and had five
strike-outs while the Roadrunners
were unable to get any strike-outs
on the Toreros for the first game.
They are 3-5 for conference and
13-29 overall this season.
Ellenbeck said that they have
had to "battle some injuries to key

players."
Pitcher Kaitlin Healy had to
go to the hospital after getting hit
in the jaw by a ball in the second
game.
As a team they are work
ing towards winning conference,
something that Ellenbeck fully be
lieves they can accomplish if they
"work on cleaning up defense and
playing 100 percent."
The second game was high
lighted by a home run hit in
the bottom of the fourth inning
by sophomore outfielder Taryn
Keenan. Considering the wind
was blowing in all directions and

the deep fence, it was definitely a
unique occurance.
Keenan felt that this was "a
tough loss, especially since it's
never fun to have the mercy rule
used, but we have this weekend to
prove ourselves."
Keenan believes that their
communication and hard work will
bring them back this weekend. El
lenbeck also knows that this is the
strong point of the team because
they have the "ability to bounce
back and keep playing."
The Toreros will now travel to
Northern California to take on the
Santa Clara Broncos on Friday.
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Freshman Cathy Wineinger brought unexpected power to the Torero
lineup this past weekend against the Lions.
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Men's tennis succeeds in WCC
RYAN SIDHOO

STAFF WRITER

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
Freshman Maja Sujica competed with doubles partner Tammy Kevey
to win 15 matches this season.

Women's tennis finishes third
KIVA HERMAN

STAFF WRITER

The University of San Diego
(12-9) women's tennis team was
knocked off by the underdog St.
Mary's Gaels (9-10). The Toreros
started off the 2009 West Coast
Conference Tournament with high
hopes of winning a WCC cham
pionship but came up short when
they were defeated 4-0 on April
18 at the Barnes Tennis Center.
The Toreros began the day
with a tough start in doubles play
and could not recover as St. Mary's
swept all matches. St. Mary's Alex
Poorta and Claire Soper downed
freshman Juilette Coupez and
sophomore Milou Teeling to high
light doubles play 8-6. To finish
off singles play Erin Young domi
nated junior Alexandra Demidova
(USD), 6-3,6-4.

To get to the semifinals No. 2
seed USD had a dominating per
formance by sweeping Northwest
opponent, the University of Port
land Pilots, 4-0. The Toreros start
ed off hot, when senior Tammy
Kevey and freshman Maja Sujica
kicked off doubles play with a win
over Jenna Tanzer and Stefanie
Doolittle, 8-0. Coupez and Teeling
downed Portland's pair of Megan
Sporndli and Lacey Pflibsen,
8-2. USD gained the momentum
in singles play as they won the
first three points. Kevey won her
second consecutive match of the
day defeating Jenna Tanzer in
two sets, 6-1, 6-0. Demidova and
Coupez also picked up points for
the Toreros.
The Toreros will now hope to
get a chance to travel to Northern
California for the NCAA Champi
onships.

Sometimes it is hard to break
tradition.
The Toreros dropped their
final match of the season at the
WCC Conference Tournament
at Barnes Tennis Center as Pepperdine pulled through with a 4-1
victory winning the conference for
the 19th straight year.
The Toreros started the day
off strong as they kept every
doubles match close and competi
tive. Junior Charl Wolmarans and
freshman Nikola Bubnic easily
defeated the Waves team of Hugh
Clark and Mahmound Kamel
8-5. Sophomores Dean Jackson
and Nils Schive dropped their
hard fought battle against the 9th
ranked doubles team in the nation
consisting of Omar Altmann and
Bassam Beidas 8-4.
"Beidas and Altmann are an
elite team and Dean played his
heart out, but 1 am just not at that
level yet to keep us competitive
with top doubles teams in the
country," Schive said.
The deciding match for the
doubles point was between the To
reros' South African duo of senior
Chris Coetzee and freshman Juan
de Villiers versus the Waves team
of Alex Llompart and Jensen
Turner. Coeztee and Villiers had
the early lead as they were up 4-2.
But Pepperdine would not look
back after gaining a 5-4 lead and
eventually clinching the match
8-6.

In singles action, the Toreros
bounced back as they won five
out of their first six singles sets.
Jackson had a big win over the
No. 45 ranked Altmann, but the
Toreros could not harness their
momentum from their first sets
to defeat Pepperdine. The Waves
went on to win three out of the six

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
Junior Charl Wolmarans was one of the top players for the Toreros
this season. Fie had a good showing during the WCC Championship.

singles matches allowing them to
clinch the victory and their 21st
WCC title.
"Obviously it is disappointing
to lose. We have been looking for
ward to this day since last season
when we lost in the semis, but
we were simply outplayed," 56th
ranked Jackson said.
The Toreros finish the season
with a 9-14 record.
"I think today we played our
best as individuals but also as a

team, the score does not implicate
how close we really were," Schive
said.
For Jackson, the season is not
over as he expects to play at the
NCAA Division I Tournament.
This year it is hosted by Texas
A&M in May.
"I am looking forward to the
individual tournament, and I think
I have a good chance to make it to
the elite eight this year, I feel I can
make a deep run," Jackson said.

USD student athletes weigh in on classroom stress
JT HOWLAN
STAFF WRITER

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
Junior pitcher Jennifer Ellenbeck is best known for her work on the softball diamond, but she also finds
time for work, running, swimming, playing beach volleyball and having fun with friends.

Many students feel that ath
letes sometimes get special ben
efits just because they are good
at sports. Actually many athletes
stress about the pressure not only
to perform on the field, but in the
classroom as well. Every student
has their own challenges that make
school difficult at times, but when
athletes have to be successful in
the classroom in order to do what
they want on the field, it some
times does work on their brains.
In multiple circumstances,
student athletes have to turn in
their work early or take a test ear
lier because of deadlines.
Some teachers do not take
into consideration all the time put
in that is necessary in order to per
form at the highest level or even
to the level that will satisfy their
coach.
Kelin Briones, an athlete on
USD men's soccer team said, "It
is hard sometimes when you are
traveling and trying to prepare
to leave, and you hear from your
teacher that you have to turn in
work early. I've ran into this prob
lem, and it was hard to finish on
time. I heard later too, that other
students were given extra advice in
the class that I missed due to trav
eling." All students have issues,
but at times teachers must under
stand the obstacles and challenges
a student athlete goes through on a

day-to-day basis.
Practice, treatment for inju
ries, weights and games take up a
lot of time, and definitely slow the
body down, which makes it diffi
cult to finish homework or study
for tests.
"I take time to relax and do
nothing in order to alleviate stress
I deal with. I also try to get eight
to nine hours of sleep to rest and
rejuvenate," Kevin Muno, a base
ball player at USD, said. In other
words, time management is a cru
cial element in a student athlete's
life. Knowing when and what has
to be done in order to not turn in
assignments late is important to
getting things completed.
Losing can often be the start
to this stress about homework or
school. Losing can cause someone
to not want to go to school, start
homework or study for a test. Jen
Ellenbeck on USD's softball team
said, "I try to get ahead on my
work, run, swim, play beach vol
leyball and party with friends in
order to get past the stress."
Doing things that keep the
mind off of what stresses an ath
lete out is a key aspect to getting
over stress.
More people and more teach
ers should take these things into
consideration. Student athletes go
through many obstacles in order to
promote themselves in the class
rooms, as well as promote USD
by performing at their highest
athletic level.
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The Original Exhibition of Real Human Bodies
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Brain —Our Three Pound Gem

Sunday-Thursday last ticket time 5 PM
(closes at 7 PM)
Friday and Saturday last ticket time 7:30 PM
(closes at 9:30 PM)
Advanced ticket purchase is highly recommended.

"STUDY"

Purchase tickets at the San Diego Natural History Museum's
Visitor Services Desk or call 877.946.7797.
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YOUR LIFE

SAN DIEGO NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM

HAZARD CENTER IS AT THE HAZARD CENTER TROLLEY STOP. FRIARS AND FRAZEE OFF THE 163.

USD Knowledge Transfer
Networking & Info
for Students!
USD Parent/Alumni
Career Panel

1788 El Prado, Balboa Park, San Diego, CA 921011 www.sdnhm.org

INTERESTED IN GETTING
INVOLVED WITH THE VISTA?

DO YOU NEED COMM CREDITS?
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN DESIGN?

Date: Friday, May 1, 2009
Start Time: 2:00 PM
Location: Manchester Conference Center, Room 206
Contact: parents@sandiego.edu

Learn about the steps you need to make it BIG
in the business!
President of Warner Home Video Americas
Head of Music Department, William Morris Agency
Author & Publisher
Actress & Playwright
Musician

DO YOU WANT NEWSROOM
EXPERIENCE ?

WORK AS AN EDITOR
AT THE VISTA!
Contact the editor in chief for the '09-10 school year
Mary Beth Barker (mbarker@usdvista.com)
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Eligible University of San Diego
students get a

5%

BlackBerry Bold
smartphone
* The most elite BlackBerry smartphone on
the fastest 3G network
* Simultaneous voice and data when
connected to 3G or Wi-Fi'
* AT&T Wi-Fi® Hotspots: Free AT&T Wi-Fi
access at thousands of hotspot locations
nationwide, including Starbucks

monthly service discount
on qualified wireless charges,
including BlackBerry rate plans.

* Download the latest ringtones and more
from AT&T Mall
* Built-in GPS: Supports AT&T Navigator
Global Edition with turn-by-turn navigation
in North America, Western Europe, and China

Go to att.com/wireless/sandiego

* Global voice roaming in over 200 countries
and data roaming in over 150 countries

Present this flyer with your Student ID
at your nearest AT&T store.

IS
Important Information: Important Information: 3G not available in all areas. Coverage not available in all areas. Limited-time offer: Not available for purchase in all areas. Available to qualified
employees of companies and/or government agencies with a qualified AT&T business agreement ("Business Agreement"). Discounts may not be combined with any other discounts. Equipment
Promotions: Equipment discounts only available with new activation on a qualifying voice and BlackBerry data plans and with a 2-year contract. Other conditions & restrictions apply. See
contract & rate plan brochure for details. Subscriber must live & have a mailing address within AT&T's owned wireless network coverage area. Up to 53 6 activation fee applies. Equipment price
& avail may vary by markets & may not be available from independent retailers. Early Termination Fee: None if cancelled in the first 30 days, but up to 520 restocking fee may apply to
equipment returns; thereafter up to 5175. Some agents impose additional fees. Additional software, associated sen/ices or features, hardware and/or network connections may be required.
Subject to applicable Business Agreement, Terms of Service, coverage maps and rate plan brochures. Offer subject to change. See your AT&T representative
for additional information. Solution includes software, products and related sen/ices provided by RIM, which are subject to applicable RIM terms and conditions.
BlackBerry®, RIM®, Research In Motion ®,SureType®, SurePress™ and related trademarks, names and logos are the property of Research In Motion Limited arid
are registered and/or used in the U.S. and countries around the world.
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